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Is HSU

safe?

No, say many
women. Experts
say rape is a
problem men and
society need to
confront.
A victim's story

An HSU woman
tells her story to
educate other
people and
encourage action.
Witnesses sought

UPD still seeks two
male witnesses to
last month’s

attempted rape.
Artist’s renderings
of the men.are
released.
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w Another round of budget negotiations begins in January, but the

CSU may not know its cut until summer (again). Page5.

COMMUNITY
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™@ Assemblyman Dan Hauser, D-Arcata, announces he'll run for

eens
2: We're

state Sen. Barrry Keene's seat. Page 13.
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some blue suede shoes? Maybe not in Arcata, but Money

Grubber has some suggestions for other types. Page 14.
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@ RU 486, the abortion pill, may soon be legal in the United States.
Is it sate? Is it a wonder drug? Page 15.

17

CURRENTS
@ A traditional love story — with a twist — comes to the Minor.

Page 17.
@ Alternative media: The Arcata Matrix, a newsletter
by and for

women, may rattle a few cages. Page 18.
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men try
are doing. Page 21.
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Pool
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@ If at first you don't succeed, go to nationals. That's what the
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Fri. - Sat. 11 to Midnight
Sun.

z

¢ Football

¢ Sports
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@ Sick and tired of higher education's plunge? Two students say
“change
the system.” Page 25.

617 4th Street, Eureka ¢ 445- 4480

——————

Due to an editing error, an article in the Nov. 4 issue incorrectly

stated that students seeking second degrees of an equal or higher
level would haveto pay anadditional $150
per unit. We should have
said the proposed fee applies to second degrees of an equal level,
such as a second bachelor’s degree (see related story on page 5.)

In our election coverage, we misspelled former Congressman
Doug Bosco’s name.
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In the Sports section, the photo of runner Chris Parmer should
have been credited to Lumberjack photographer Robert Scheer.
The Lumberjack regrets the errors and any confusion they may
have caused.
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Groups march to prevent vi olen t crim
@ Clubs and organizations on campus
have organized presentations this week

versities and colleges can do to

dealing with rape, sexual assault and
harassment for HSU’s Sexual Assault

and how to effectively balance
the needs and rights of victims,
harassers and the institution.

Prevention Week.
By Kirsten Frickle
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Women survivors of violent
crimes and a few men marched
on the Quad yesterday chanting

“Stop the violence how? Break

thesilence now!” and “Nomeans
no!” to raise awareness during
HSU’s Sexual Assault Prevention Week.
About 20 people showed up
for the survivors march, organized by the Women’s Center.

Women wore yellow tags that
read “woman” and men wore
tags that said “ally.”

o Means No, the Rape Crisis

Team and the Women’s Center

will make presentations this
week concerning rape, sexual
assault and harassment.
Tomorrow the University Af-

mittee are sponsoring an interactive teleconference from 10:30

a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in Gist Hall
221.

Confronting Sexual Harassment on Campus, a panel discussion presented by the National
Association of Student Personnel Administrators, will examine various forms of sexual harassment, including student to
student, faculty to student, sua
to employee and col-

eague to colleague. The panel

to provide the university with
education on issues such as rape

and sexual harassment, to review policies and make recommendations through the Affirmative Action Office,” said John

Capaccio, a Sexual Assault Prevention Committee member.
Friday the Women’s Center
will have sign-ups for confron-

tation groups, self-defense work-

The project will include T-shirt

wide, how to get individuals to

fice of the President and the
Sexual Assault Prevention Com-

are current policies and proce-

report sexual harassment, why

od

shops and mace training workshops. More information is avail-

cus on several issues: what constitutes a hostile environment,
what is the extent of sexual ha-

firmative Action Office, the Of-

eee

gas

“The Sexual Assault Prevention Committee is made up of
students and staff. Its purpose is

able at 826-4216.

rassment on campuses nation-

—

eliminate sexual harassment;

will consist of six members from
various universities.
The teleconference will be
transmitted live via satellite from

Washington, D.C., and will fo-

pon

dures often not used; what uni-

No Means No is organizing
the “Clothesline Project,” which
will be displayed next semester
during Rape Awareness Week.

art by victims of rape, sexual
assault, domestic violence, child
molestation, lesbian abuse and
gang rape. Each T-shirt will bea
different color, representative of

a different form of abuse.

ROBERT SCHEERY THE LUMBERJACK

Participants of yesterday's “survivors walk,” and several
onlookers form a support circle on the Quad after the march.
The idea originated in Cape

Cod, Mass., and

is like the AIDS

quilt because it’s representative
of the people or their experi-

ences.

Sexual

Week

Assault

Prevention

will end with

Lesbian,

Bisexual

the Gay,
Student

Association’s film festival to be

run Friday from 6:30p.m. to 10:15

More information on the
Clothesline Project is available

p.m. and Saturday
from 6:30 p.m.
to 9:20 p.m. in Founders Hall

at 826-4965.

Room 118.

Rape victim fights attacker in courts
™@ Approximately one in 10 women who have been
sexually assaulted report the incident; this woman
took her attacker to court and he was convicted.
By Kirsten Frickle
LUMBERJACK STAFF

One —

July Alli was driving home

in a rural area of Nevada County near

Roseville, Calif., when she picked up a

thralled with our justice system because
it’s not proactive,” she said. “It’s not protecting people from anything.”
Alli points out that her case was very
unusual because the whole process went

so quickly. She has a friend who was

serted, dusty road. He climbed over her,

raped and has been going to court for the
last three years. Many cases take longer.
For about a week the sheriff continued

Instead of closing her eyes Alli “spent

about the rape and to verify her story, to
make sure her story didn’t change.

hitchhiker. He refused to get out of the

car unless she drove him down a de-

went out her door, pulled her out of the
car and raped her.
a lot of time looking at his face and

re-

membering what he looked like.” She

reported the rape and the case went to

trial. The trial took only two days and on
Oct. 21 Lance Baker of Nevada County

was convicted of forcible rape. He will be

sentenced Nov. 20.

After the rape Alli went home, told her

mother and brother what had happened

artd went to the hospital emergency room.

She had recently completed a rape crisis training program, which she said made

it easier for her to get to the hospital. At
the hospital Alli met a friend who had
gone through the training program with
her.
With the support of her mother, brother
and friend, Alli began the painstaking
ordeal of confronting the justice system.

Thestate, rather than the victim, presses
charges in a rape case. Alli said she was
relieved because she didn’t think she
would have pressed charges on her own.
But this made her feel like she was the
property of the state. “I’m not injured,”
she said, “I’m just a witness.
“I didn’t start out particularly en-

to call Alli to ask for more information

A few weeks later the deputy district

attorney contacted her and the preliminary hearing was held Aug. 11. Alli said
the preliminary hearing was frustrating.
“It felt like I was on trial, like I had to
prove that what I was saying was true,”

she said.
In his opening statement the public defender said Alli had stopped to pick up a
man who was walking along minding his
own business and fot hitchhiking. He
continued to say she offered this man
money, which he assumed was for sex.
The defendant said she was into kinky,

violent sex and when he turned her down,
she turned him in because he wouldn’t do
what she wanted him to do.
“That was really hard to listen to,” Alli
said.
“This case was significant because it
was the word of the victim versus the
word of the suspect. There were no visible
injuries and no torn clothing,” said Nevada County Deputy District Attorney
David Walters in a telephone interview.
Walters said the testimony played a
major role in the rapist’s conviction. In a

videotaped interview he said Baker “be-

gan by denying everything, then he said
it Was consensual.”

Walters said he felt Alli was a competent witness and allowed for “very limited plea bargaining.” He said Baker was
offered the middle term of six years, but
he decided to plead “not guilty” and the
case went to trial.
Baker faces a minimum sentence of
three to a maximum sentence of eight
years in state prison.
“I think he (Baker) will most likely get
the middle term of six (years),” Walters

said.

“It was easy to say it was his fault,” Alli
said. It was also easy for the jury, which
deliberated for only four hours, she said.
But Alli feels the conviction was “only
the tip of the iceberg.”
Alli said rape is society’s problem, not
just the problem of the victim or the
rapist.
“I felt like every single person in that
courtroom was guilty because they are
perpetuating a society in which this can
happen,” she said.
Alli decided to tell her story in the
hope that more people will understand
the reality of rape and do something
about it.
“The more I talk about it, the more
frustrated I get,” she said. “I feel like
everyone that was there (in the courtroom) now should be charged with some
duty, some civic responsibility.

“If you know what's happened, do

something to fix it so it doesn’t happen to
anyone else. I don’t want pity,” she said.
“I want you to do something.

“Go and start programs in the elementary schools to help children understand
that conflicts need to be mediated and
that treating people with respect is of the
utmost importance,” she said.

After the rape, Alli said she felt like “all
men are dangerous and they all looked
like him. But I’m learning to differentiate

a little bit again. It’s really hard not to be

nervous. I think I’m much more sensitive
now than [have been previously to walking alone and to people looking at me.”
Alli is a graduate student at HSU and
co-director of No Means No, a proactive
rape prevention organization on campus. She has had training in rape prevention and crisis intervention and suggests
the following for victims:

if you want to report the incident
° Get to a safe place.
* Don’t blame yourself.
¢ Don’t change clothes, don’t clean
yourself up, don’t disturb the scene if it’s
something you can control.
¢ Call the local rape crisis team, they

are strong, supportive advocates and can
put you
program
port for
¢ Go
hospital

in touch with a victim/witness
which can offer financial supcounseling.
to an emergency room — the
will contact local law enforce-

ment.
e Get a check-up for venereal diseases
and have an AIDS (HIV) test.

¢ Give yourself time to recover — the
healing process takes a long time.
if you don’t want to report:

¢ Get to a safe place.

¢ Don’t blame yourself.
¢ Talk to people you trust and that care
about you.
® Call the local rape crisis center for
support and referrals for medical or psychological counseling.
Editor's note: Alli’s last name was with-

held at her request.
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Sexual assault no longer a taboo topic
“I don’t think the frequency

Rape and sexual assault
awareness activities this week
come at a time when most
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are afraid.
In the wake of an attempted
rape Oct. 10, more women have
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not increased significantly, inquiries about safety have, due in
part to increased. awareness of

including the date, time and de-

scription of the perpetrator, to
the Women’s Center or to UPD.
Common preventative mea-
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Bob
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See Assault, page 8

Witnesses of attempted rape sought
By Kirsten Frickle
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The University Police Department has issued a composite of
two witnesses to the attempted
rape which occurred Oct. 10 near
the Student Health Center on
Sunset Court.
As of yesterday UPD said it
received several phone calls responding to the flyers and had
the names of six people. Of those
six UPD has contacted “only a
couple,” but they have yet to
positively identify the witnesses.
“The two witnesses were instrumental in preventing something worse fronyyhappening,”
said UPD Sergeant Ray Fagot.
However, the witnesses have not
identified themselves or come
forward with any information.
They are considered key wit-

The
scribed

two

witnesses

as white

are

males,

identity of the two witnesses to
contact the department at 826-

de19-22

3456.

years old. One is 5’11” with light

There has been one rape reported to UPD in 1992, in addition to the attempted rape last
month. There was one attempted
rape and no rapes reported to
D in 1991. There have been
three rapes and two attempted
rapes reported to the Arcata Police Department in 1992, leading
to three arrests.

brown hair that has a “V-cut” in

the back, hazel eyes, and a three
inch scar on the back of one hand

nesses in this case because the

between the first two knuckles.
The other maleis
6‘0” with brown

victim wasattacked from behind
and did not see her attacker. The
two men came to the aid of the
victim, causing the suspect to
flee. They are not considered
suspects at this time, Fagot said.

hair, hazel eyes,a muscular build
and a gold stud earring in one
ear.

The UPDisasking
anyone with

information or who knows the
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encouraging women

showing as many as 1 in 4
women are raped in their lifetime (some studies show higher

.

The

half of the rapes occur on dates.
As few as 10 percent of rapes are
reported to police or rape crisis
centers.
Because police don’t acknowledge sexual assaults that aren’t
reported, the Women’s Center is

at HSU parallel national trends,

number of incidents reported has

No

ers, Cattolica said, and more than

her, more women are realizing
the dangers.
Statistics gathered in studies

been inquiring at the Women’s
Center about the dangers of
sexual assault and about rumors
circulating campus. Though the

sexual harassment and rape and

FRINGE ELEMENT

in-

has

creased,” said Gwen Gray-Moss,
a volunteer at the center. “But
it’s no longer a taboo topic.”
Gray-Moss has been at HSU
since 1984, and while she says
being afraid to walk the campus
at night is not a new feeling to

women on campus are quite
aware of the danger —and many
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CSU budget increase for fall uncertain
@ The Board of Trustees

has requested a $1.71
billion budget increase to
restore classes and
close the enrollment gap.

The CSU Board of Trustees may have
to wait until June to know if it will get the

$1.71 billion budget increase it requested
from the state last month.
The trustees are hoping for the increase,
but the state usually appropriates less
money than the board requests, said
Colleen Bentley-Adler, spokesperson for
the board.
Gov. Pete Wilson will have his budget
message ready in January, but the budget will not be final until July, Bentley-

Adler said ina telephone interview from

take

If the budget increase is appropriated,

it would bring

“A lot of minority students are coming
through the system now and will suffer
if we don’t get the money,” BentleyAdler said. “Thechancellor doesn’t want
to close the doors when those students

ary 1991,” she said.

are coming in.”

two years the system’s 20 campuses have

jobs, including engineers and teachers,
which may change if cuts continue.

“They haven't had a raise since Janu-

According toa press release from CSU
Chancellor Barry Munitz, during the past
been forced to cancel more than 6,500
classes, lay off thousands of faculty and

By Brandye Alexander
TOUMBERJACK STAFF

Long Beach. The increase would
effect in January 1994.

The additional funds would be used to
restore classes, help with deferred maintenance, open new buildings and award
raises to faculty and staff, she said.

funding for the CSU back

up to the level of two years ago, she said.
The request is $201 million more than
this year’s budget of $1.51 billion.

campuses,

Bentley-Adler

She also said the CSU provides many

Current law states CSU fees must re-

main frozen for two years, after which

amount of money given to each CSU
campus is determined by its student

population.
Munitz’s statement made several ref-

erences to the CSU’s Master Plan — a
plan which may be losing its validity,
Bentley-Adler said. “The plan is being
challenged. We aren’t being able to fill all
that it calls for. We haven’t been able to
serve all students this year and won’t in
the future if we don’t get the money

of les felation
sapproval
arge tuition of $150 per

cate degrees. ed |
on recommend that

requested.”

“CSU aspires to fulfill its Master Plan
mission of providing eligible Californians
quality education at reasonable cost,”

Adler said. “This is a genuine fear. We
don’t want to compromise the quality of
education.”

ing duplis

- menting the legisla

would have

to volunteer the informa-_

have to be
woulbed costly.
- tion of the systh emwould
-

s no intention of imple-

e C

as

to the few: ke

She said social mobility will suffer if

ply one

ting the legislation immediately,
il said. “The message
is that no —
is ggetting any additional bills in

haven’t been instructed
We l.
cratudent, "the mai

This would mean the law would

todo that.” _

the state doesn’t increase the budget.
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be

said. The

In 1992, students are fearful they won't
get classes and graduate on time, Bentley-

Adler said.

may

a matter to be decided among individual

CSU doesn’t have funding to serve the
Even if the state honors the system’s
budget request, only about 10,000 of those
students will be accommodated, Bentley-

increase

eliminated.This may be ee
Bentley-Adler said. “A new law could
supersede it easily or the governor could
ask the CSU to raise fees again.”
HSU’s budget historically has been
about 3 percent of the CSU’s budget, but
it’s too early to tell how the budget increase would affect HSU, said Sean
Kearns, assistant director of public affairs for HSU.

time high of $235 million.
Rehiring of laid-off faculty and staff is

Munitz stated in the release. The plan
was written in 1960.

40,000 students who would like to be
admitted to the system.

$372

recent

y purchases by 22,000
book
staff, cut librar
books and defer maintenance by an all-

A main priority will be closing the

enrollment gap, Bentley-Adler said. The
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Members of the gay and lesbian community are outraged
by an ad run by a pro-abstinence group in last week’s Lum-

al
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Focuson the Family,whopro-

ee with some
ad, sayin the
They
outdated.
as
such thing
agenda and not

statistics in the
information is
said there isno
a homosexual
all women lose

theirselfrespectafterlosingtheir

and we have freedom, too. We

have the right to print that ad.”
Ford said gays and lesbians
want to intimidate everyone
and want
ir
point of view
_withthe
_ people tobelieve that homosexu-

_ality is right. That doesn’t mean
there’s homophobia, he said.

virginity.

| GLBSA members said HIV

— “We're not trying to declare

of premarital sex is detrimental

that giving a teenager acondom

—

war on anyone. We're trying to
educators are educating teens,
organization that promotes absavelives,” Ford said. “Our mes_
stinence and believes any form _ not filling them with fear, and

to society. The ad, “In Defense

part: There is a “homosexual

agenda” designed torecruit “the
young;” and “Safe sex gurus”

and “condom promoters” are

822-8712

Bisexual Student Alliance dis-

motes the ad, is a nationwide

of a Little Virginity,” said in

Open 7 Days

“You have freedom for yourself

Members of the Gay, Lesbian,

responsible for current rates of
sexually transmitted diseases.

standards.”

is a health issue, not a moral
issue.
Senior Pastor Clayton Ford of

the. First Baptist Church

. return to our moral

The Focus on the Family ad,

which cost $469, was not considered libelous or promoting illegal activity or substances or it

in

Arcata, one of the two churches
supporting the ad, said the
church has been receiving a

would

not have been printed,

said Janet Mcintosh, advertising
manager of The Lumberjack.

steady flow of phone calls re-

16th & G St. - Arcata

insideAS

445-3334

5th
& V St. - Eureka

4” Bay Coffee Company
Espresso
Cappuccino
Organic Coffee
Lunch

Howdy everyone. This is your
A.S. President Emma Young.
As a student, you pay $42.00
each year to the Associated Students. Who are the Associated
Students? Well, you are, and

your money goes

ce

efit.
Once a year, you elect the
people who will serve as the

"voice of the students"to the
administration and the "outside

off! }

CD (|3 PCaocmifpiuct Rim
ers
808 G STREET
ON THE PLAZA,

ARCATA

7 DAYS A WEEK
707-822-7732

Tired of the lines on Campus?

Need to get your homework
done on a computer NOW!

and organizations. It's student

money for direct student ben-

Mention this ad & receive 10%

Street * Old Town « Eureka ° 444-3969

to support

programs and services on campus like the Campus Recycling
Program. the Women's Center.
the Adult Reentry Center, drop
in recreation, the Humboldt Legal Center, Y.E.S, and others.
A:S. also provides some business services to campus clubs

=

SYNCHILLA?® CLASSICS
The Synchilla® Snap T-Neck has seen most of the known world. It
could well be the ultimate multi-purpose
utility garment. Now available in
prints or solids.

world.” Students like yourself
hold positions on virtually every committee at this university. If you're interested in being on any committee, see me .

This column has been created

Computer time

to inform you of the decisions
this elected body is making and
keep you informed on the issues facing students. Feel free
,
to contact me at 826-4221drop
by the A.S. offices, or stop me
on campus regarding any issue
which concerns to you. All are

welcome

to attend council

meetings Mondays at 6p.m. in

the South Lounge. See ya in the
library!
-Emma Young

Funded by the
Associated
Students

‘

Laser Prints
Dot Matrix Prints
We also have

aMOONS TONE
1563 G Street + Northtown Arcata * 826-0851
© Patagonia, Inc. 1990

accessories

$5

r Hr.
15
10

computer
for sale!

970 I Street, Arcata ¢ (707)822-7411
Corner of 10th & I Streets
in the Seely Titlow Bldg.

GW
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Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm
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& Sunday
Closed Saturd
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‘Assault
© Continued from page 4
dating, not walking alone at
night and carrying weapons, focus on modifying behavior for
women, and none of themis foolproof. Rape stems from societal
values, Cattolica says, that tell

men they have to have sex to be
men, that women say no when
they mean yes and that anger is
the only acceptable emotion for
men (don’tcry; ignore the pain).
Experts recognize three primary types of rapes, he said.
Most rapes are acombination of
two of these:
e Sadistic: The rape is a tool

The Lumberjack
for sexual arousal (this is the

least frequent of the three).
_ @ Anger: An angry man finds
a woman to rape or rapes a
woman who made him angry.
¢ Power: The man, who feels
disempowered, regains power
via the rape.
“Rape is not about sex,”
Cattolica said. “It’sabout power,

control and anger.”
psychologist in
Ron Kokisha ,
offendEureka who councils sex
ct
aspe
an
lly
usua
is
sex
ers, says
one,
ary
prim
of rape, but not the
and statistics show that rapists
aren’t often involved in other sex
crimes. “Rape is not related to
other sex offenses,” Kokish said.
“Rape is a sexual expression of

something else.”
Date rapes often occur because
men expect at some point in the
date that they’ll have sex,

Cattolica says.
When efforts to
initiate sex, which men often assume is
part of their role, are
thwarted,

trated.

they become

frus-

“When people are frustrated,

their response is to get angry
and do something else — something aggressive. It changes from
sex to domination. It becomes
violent.” he said. “Men are more
encouraged to use violence. Men
are told to try harder, to dig, to
strive, to win. If you can’t suc-

ceed the first time, try again.”
Fear of sexual assault causes
women tofearmen, which harms
male-female relationships. And
men aren’t immune from rape,
he said. Since the act is violent

rather than sexually driven, it
doesn’t spare heterosexual men
from being victims. Cattolica
said there are many things men

RIiSTORANTE

'TALItANO

Cucina
Deliziosa!
305 F Street, Eureka
445-1912

can do tojoin in the fight against
rape and chief among them is to
realizeits roots are in sexism. He
says education and attitude
changes are important, includ-

ing a discontinuation of language like “I did her last night,”
as if referring to an object instead of a person.

Park-N-Sell
Commissions
ycles*Boats OPEN DAILY
les*
V.'s*Motorc
mobi
AutoTruckssR.
Humboldt County’s “For Sale By Owner Lot”

$99 month space fee

14th & Broadway ° Eureka ° 442-2471

ALL
Pie Selection
e Blackberry

o Apple
e Mincemeatless

AND

e Potato
e Walnut Wheat
© Onion Dill
e French

Closed on Thanksgiving Day

.
S
Y
A
D
7
N
E
P
O
|
| 600 F St., Uniontown Shopping Center, Arcata *

VALUE

OFFICE PRODUCTS
Office Supplies
school Supplies
Computer Supplies
Bookkeeping Supplies
Office Furniture
for Home and Office
DISCOUNT

WITH

MON - FRI 8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

STUDENT
SAT 10 a.m. - 4p.m.

[822-0527
FAX SERVICE 707 822-0546

883 H St. on the Arcata Plaza

I.D.
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New students to be turned away in spring, maybe fall
™@ Members of the Academic Resources Allocation
Committee met last Wednesday to determine
department priorities for spring and fall in the

;

aftermath of this year’s budget cuts.
By Teri Carnicelli
COUMBERJACK STAFF

generated by the budget — the more

Students may find more than a fee increase discouraging them from attending HSU next year.
Admissions and Records will not ac-

work with a budget-driven enrollment,

pr

Yan peer

tgs

students HSU had, then the more money

it could expect to receive. HSU must now

ring exceptin cases

of local transfer students who can’t af-

ford to goelsewhere. Even those few slots
are already filled.

Vice President of Academic Affairs

Manuel Esteban responded to several
faculty members’ concerns about proposed plans for decreasing enrollment

next fall at the Academic Resources Allocation

Committee

(ARAC)

meeting

Esteban said.
HSU

was assigned

system for the fall ‘93 semester. This fig-

ure includes an estimated 60 students for

Summer Arts. This fall’s 7,326 FTES is
already about 1,000 above next year’s
figure.
Margi Stevenson, acting director of
admissions and school relations, said
about 70 percent of students will return
next year, targeting new student enroll-

ment for future cuts.

very strong point that the CSU cannot
continue to take cut after cut and still be
expected to educate as many students
sary,” Esteban said.

next year’s enrollment.

“(Chancellor

Barry Munitz)

made

a

while providing the quality that is necesIt used to be that the enrollment was

Esteban a figure of 6,800 to 6,900 FTES for
If HSU’s filing period applications are

ments

open only for specialized recruiting (EOP,

6,000 applications for fall.
If that’s the case, some portion of the
recommended CSU
control items must be
applied to getenroll-

range,
mended
Hannigan said.

(departments)

One of the pro-

division transfer students, which eliminates approximately
200-300 incoming stu-

seis.

NAVE
.

TO shrink.

HSU mightalsore-

because someone’s interests will have to be

Who

“If
sacrificed,” she said.

some are to grow, oth-

Will agree to

ers will have to shrink.
Who will agree to
shrink?”

ink?”
shrink’

WHITNEY BUCK

7

which

sible.
“We could not get the
support of the faculty

are

to grow, others will

posed fall control
measuresincludesno
admittance for lower-

freshmen,

pact strategy is not fea-

"If SOME

ment into the recom-

for first-time

would eliminate 80 first-time freshman,
using fall ‘92 figures.
A major concern was the proposed enrollment limits for specific undergraduate or goace 99 majors.
Buck said ina memo
to Esteban that the im-

veterans, learning disabled, athletes, minorities), HSU will probably end up with

6,413 full-time

equivalent students (FTES) by the CSU

An enrollment management committee, made up of Dean of Undergraduate
Studies Whitney Buck, Dean of Admissions and Records Robert Hannigan,
Stevenson, and several others, gave

Wednesday.

completion
of high school subject require-

similar to last fall, and if it continues to

dean of Undergraduate Studies

strict upper-division.
Some of the deans
a
present voiced concerns regarding possible effects on departments that carry several lower division GE courses, such as music and art.
“Our first priority for admission is upper-division transfer students,” Hannigan
said.
Another measure would require full

Esteban, addressing

| ARAC, said, “We have
a great opportunity
now. We have been

eS

given a budget, and we

have been told you don’t have to educate

as many students consequently, we'll
have more money to teach fewer students.
“The good news is if the budget remains more or less what it is, we’re in
good shape,” Esteban said.

TY
We
ee
1993 ROCKHOPPER®

Food for Thought
I recently attended a conference that dealt with the functions
of Auxilary Organization
of Unis
versity Campuses. Ina nutshell,
Bookstores,

with Rapid Fire
Plus shifters &

Services

long ago. One campus (who did

Only...

$459.”

Dual S-I-S

not identify themselves) thought
that recycling would be an issue
in the 90's. Prophetic to say the
least. Another group was interested in electronic meal cards and
coordinating such a system on
their campuses to include bookstores and building access. Allthough Humboldt did not com-

plete its HSU CARD

Director Dining Services

408 F Street, Eureka, 445-3035 » 10th & F Streets, Arcata, 822-4673

program

until this year, parts have been on
line for more than ten years.
Who knows? Maybe next year
the topic of healhy foods might
surface.
The reason Lam going on about
this is to let you know that even
though we have areas needing attention and your needs are changing and thus so must we, HSU
can be proud that it is way ahead
ofitselfin the food service arena. |
attribute our progress to your input and hope you keep putting us
to the test.
David Galbraith

or .ce

and

Foundations. My interest was, as
you might have guessed, with the
Food Service programs. What was
most surprising was the meat of
the program surrounded topics
that our campus had dealt with

SPECIALIZED.
New For ‘93!...
¢ Shimano 21 Speed

Food

NORTHTOWN
BOOKS
y

CALENDARS! We have over
200 different calendars in stock.
All the usual Sierra Clubs,
Audubons, Greenpeaces, Far

Sides, Hells, as well as:

CAT LOVERS AGAINST THE
BOMB
GUATEMALA RAINBOW
WOMEN OF THE AFRICAN ARK
CELTIC SYMBOLISM
ROOF OF THE WORLD
CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND
WINNIE-THE-POOH
BIRDS OF THE WETLANDS
PSYCHOTRONIC MOVIE
ECO-FREAK
THE BLUES
LITERARY COMPANION
CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PARKS
ROCK PAINTINGS OF THE SW
ROCK CONCERT POSTERS
.

Frida O'Keeffe «

eatrix ¢ Giger * Klimt * Monet «
Boulet » Ansel » Angels «

Butterflies * Opera + Herbs «
Doors & Windows ¢ Cows «
Lunar

The good ones go fast.
Don't ruin 1993 for yourself so

soon.

oT

AlAe MN a
UNUSUAL B
eRe)

Paid Advertisement
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TO SAY THANKS

HOP WANTS

Without the assistance from people all over the campus our
you
1992 programs would not have been successful. We felt
deserved some recognition.

ORIENTATION COORDINATING COMMITTEE
" MARGI STEVENSON
BECKY KALAL
REESHUGHES
JOHN CAPACCIO
R.W. HICKS
TERRIE JORDAN
DAVID GALBRAITH
RICH RIDENHOUR
PHEBE SMITH
STAN MOTTAZ
PAM LYALL
BUZZ WEBB
SHARON BONINO
WHITNEY BUCK
LINDA PHILLIPS
MARCIA MALOY-KELLY
DENNIS GEYER
SPEAKERS

AND

TOUR

Mei, — aeiay
CARRI BULLOCK

ae

eS BOTZLER
BETTYE ELMORE
GREG McINTOSH

KATHLEEN PRESTON
CAROL WALDRUP
SCOTT LARNED

See

BECKY KALAL

BILL LANCASTER

Oar

AND

ADMISSIONS

GUIDES

ANITA IGLESIAS
MARGI STEVENSON
BOB HANNIGAN

HARLAND HARRIS
. SHERRY OCHSNER
CALEB ROSADO

NT OPERATORS

SUMMER CONFERENCE STAFF

DES Gees’

ante

RECORDS

LUMBERJACK ENTERPRISES

EUREKAFISHERIES
SIMPSON TIMBER AND NURSERY

PEOPLE ON-CAMPUS WHO MADE OUR JOB MUCH EASIER
TROY SNEAD
KAY YOUNG
JOHN ERICKSON AND CREW __ RICHARD WOODS AND STAFF
LUMBERJACK ENTERPRISES
LARA KELDORF
ACADEMIC ADVISORS
ALL
DAVE RENOLDS
STAN MOTTAZ , GAIL KENNY
REES HUGHES
AND THE AIR CENTER STAFF
BUZZ WEBB
RANDI DARNALL-BURKE

UNIVERSITY POLICE
JAY BROWN

JOAN TYSON
VALERIE ANDRES

LEE BOWKER

RUTH BENNETT
MANUEL ESTEBAN
ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS STAFF
PLANT OPERATIONS STAFF

MICHELE AFRICA
JASON BAKER
MARTIN COLON
STEVE CAMMACK
SCOTT BRADY
ADALFO CHAIDEZ
AVIS LAGE
ERIKA LESKU
ALL! MINCH
RUSTY MATHENY
PATTY SLUSHER
PAUL RUNNELLS
ROBERT WHIPPLE
SUSAN ROESER

ANGELA BAILEY
SHALINI K. MACHARI
PAM CLARKE
KRISTIE FOGG
AMY HATHAWAY
GWEN JONES
JEN GRIFFIN
JOE BENEVENTO
JACKIE NASCA
JEFF MILLER
EMILY CHAPMAN
JEN OLSON
MATTY NAGEL
DENNIS SHAW

GAIL GLOVER
GINt BERQUIST
TYREE CRUZ
DAN FORTSON
JOE MUNTON
SCOTT MENZIES
DEANNA LEES
NICK LEMUS
LARA LEWIS
ALICIA SITZ
DYLAN CHERIN
JASON MILNER
JEN STENGER
HEATHER STEPHENS

TAMMY ARMSTRONG

TONYA VAN SANTEN

MICHELLE PEYROUX
CRISTINE THOORSELL
CARLTERR VELEZ-BALEY

ZEV TRUBOWITCH

CT sgng 2attqO ase

DIANE LONN

JANET NELSON
KATHY EPPERLY
BETTE LOWERY
WHITNEY BUCK
RON YOUNG
JIM SMITH

-bise of “\iston9og ni iud V1

DAVID GUSTAFSON

BETSY ZIMMERMAN

«MM C&.U BI (21910 ST TO 1efeuld 6 Ntw NWoONe) 9189 DIIGO TeaIt eins to 1efeMBID of!
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FBI pushes for assistance in wire-tapping
@ Although increasing surveillance
technology is intended for use in law
enforcement, some fear it will make °

George Orwell's “1984” a reality.
By Dawn Hobbs
U

s

The FBI, confounded by the
rapid development of fiber-optic technology, claimsits surveil-

for its request. The act requires
the telecommunications industry to provide the “technical assistance necessary toaccomplish
the interception.”

The Communications Act of

lance capabilities will dwindle | 1934 also requires that techno-

unless it receivesassistance from
telecommunication companies.
Last spring the FBI submitted
a draft legislation to Congress
requesting that telephone companies, which have gone from
analog to digital and fiber-optic
systems, provide technical help
with surveillance.
The draft legislation was not
cleared by the Management and
Budget Committee for introduction as a bill.

However, it will be reintroduced when the 103rd Congress
convenes in January, said Charlie

Mandigo, official of the FBI’slegislative council in Washington,

D.C.
“Presumably, the new administration will review the legislative packageand review the policies,” Mandigo
said.
A copy of the legislative package was sent to The Lumberjack.

It states that court-authorized
wire-tapping is one of the most
important tools law enforcement

agencies have for investigating
criminal activities, including
drug trafficking, organized
crime, terrorism, kidnapping
and extortion.
It also states that advances in
technology will make it meee
sible for the agencies to effectively intercept electronic communications.

The proposal cites the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe
Streets Act of 1968 as validation

logical advances not hinder “the
government's ability to lawfully

including IBM, Eastman Kodak,
Microsoft Corporation and the
ACLU are opposed to the prolegislation.
“We oppose these guidelines
requested by the FBI because
they impede people’s privacy
and the free developmentof
new
technology,” said Lynn Decker,

of ACLU press relationsin Wash- ington, D.C. “It would unneces-

reintroduced, Walsh said.

ing to the legislation.
In a prepared statement,

_ “The purpose of this legislation is to maintain legislation that
currently exists. We want to do
tomorrow what we have done
today and havedone yesterday,”
Walsh said.

is unnecessary for several rea;
sons, including that the FBI has
acknowledged that it does not

have a current problem.
AT&T, with several other com-

panies, believes the new technology won'thinder
law enforcement if cooperation continues.

It states that they will workon
formalization of a technical

working committee, which will
“not only focus on transition
technologies, but also will de-

velop a process which will ensure that the needs of law enforcement are considered as future technolo y requirements
are developed.’
A number of organizations,

Orwellian reality
The FBI proposal puts privacy
in Serious jeopardy and will

make the telecommunications

industry more vulnerable to spy
intrusion, said JanloriGoldman,

director of the ACLU’s Privacy
and Technology Project, in an
article written for ScrippsHoward News Service.
“The FBI's proposal is reminiscent of the iron grip the KGB

held on progress in the Soviet

Union.
“If the FBI gets its way, it won't

be long before it will propose

light ray through reflection and refraction.
SILICONE COATING: The fiber is coated

immediately after fabrication to protect it from
abrasion and moisture. This may be covered

with plastic for further protection or colored

for i

BUFFER JACKET: Polyeurethane fillers
help cushion the fiber from shock.

STRENGTH MEMBER: Also called the

member,.this steel or Keviar

the fiber from stretching
Seroas The ber Reef a aboul on sireng as
stainless steel wire of the same diameter.

OUTER JACKET: Made of polyeurethane or

PVC, the outer layer protects
the fiber from

dirt, moisture, sunlight, abrasion, crushing
and tempe rature variations. It also may
support some of the load.
SOURCE: “Fiber

* by EdwardA. Lacy

LEE MCCORMACK / THE LUMBERJACK

making George Orwell’s “1984”
a reality, complete with surveillance devices built right into
home appliances,” Goldman

said.
According to experts in fiberoptics and surveillance, this is a
reasonable assumption.
Surveillance through fiber-

optic cable television may be
more than justan Orwellian con-

cept.

Scott Robert French, a feder-

ally-licensed electronics engi-

neer and author of “Big Brother
Game,” said in an interview that
fiber-optics is used foraudioand
video surveillance because of

advantages of optical fiber over
copper wire.
There is a small transmitter
that consists of a laser diode. It is
attached to the back of a camera
and on the other end of the “surveillance run” is a receiver,
French said.
Companies legitimately sell
transmitters and receivers primarily for security purposes.
However, the transmitters can
be used in hidden cameras.
“In fact, 1 know they are,”

French said.

For surveillance

.

to occur

through fiber-optic television
cable, a transmitter would have
to beinserted into the television,
unless the television is designed
for this function.
French said many places sell
televisions that are designed for
surveillance.
“Fiber-optics is gradually replacing wire in high-tech sur-

The diameter of this fiber optic cable (shown with a cluster of 12 others) Is 0.35 mm.

would be

less dense than the core, which confines a

eral, the National Association of

each day in violation,” accord-

thick

CLADDING: This light-conducting material is

The proposed legislation will
be recommended by the Association of State Attorneys GenDistrict Attorneys and other law
enforcement agencies when it is

fibers, the
is material is
glass seem

one-quarter-inch
window pane.

_ministration,” he said.

penalty of $10,000 per day for

AT&T headquarters in Washington, D.C., said the legislation

opaque.
A pane one kilometer

as transparent
as an ordinary

initiation and that we are sole

inevitably be shared with the

section shall be subject to a civil

CORE: Made with uk
due Gita 20 000 WADE
So transparent it makes

misconstrued that this is an FBI

“Weare recognized as the preeminent law enforcementagency
of this country. The issue was
raised to us and we raised it to
the attorney general and the ad-

consumer. Maximum develo
ment costs are estimated at
million, according to the FBL
“Any person who willfully
violates any provision of this

a three-inch bundle of copper wires. Because optical fibers
accommodate a wide range of bandwidths, a single fiber can
transmit thousands of conversations or dozens of video signals.

ton, D.C., FBI, said, “It’s been

Expenses and penalties

Many telecommunications
companies oppose the legislation because of the costs of required modifications, which will

A fiber-optic system converts an electrical signal to a light
signal then transmits this light signal to the end of an optical
fiber where it is converted back to an electrical signal.
A fiber 0.005 inches thick can carry as much information as

sarily be limiting privacy.”
Rob Walsh of the Washing-

motivators and benefisiaries. It,
in fact, is a law enforcement issue.

intercept communications.”

Typical optical fiber construction

veillance jobs because it is easier
to use, not necessarily in cable
TV, but in general,” he said.

“There have been instances of
surveillance being done through

(the existing coaxial) cable al-

ready, so I would imagine it’s
coming,” French said. “There's
evena company in England that
sells cable that replaces your
regular cable and will transmit
(images to a receiver).”
There are several advantages
for cable television companies
that convert from coaxial copper to fiber-optic lines, said Lois
Boynton, public-relations supervisor for Siecor Optical Cables
Inc., in Hickory, N.C.
Siecor is one of only six manufacturers of fiber-optic cable nationwide and provides optical
fiber to Cox Cable.
Local fiber optics
Cox Cable is phasing in fiberoptic lines in Humboldt County
and expects to have the system
completely installed within the
next five years, said plant-manager Duwayne Darnell.
“The channel capacity is almost unlimited and will far surpass the required goals far beyond the year 2000,” he said.
There are 42 channels available on coaxial and 1,000 on fiber-optic, along with a quality
that’s never been seen before,
Darnell said.
“The fiber-optic line has the
capacity to carry video, audio

and digital computer networks
all at the same time, where co-

axial did one type or the other.”
Darnell said Cox Cable uses
laser transmitters to tell whether
its equipment is working.

See Optics, page 12
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and is of no concern
Darnell said.

© Continued from page 11
Fhe company has also voluntarily installed transmitters in
area schools that provide interactive networks for educational
purposes.

to him,

Technical feasibility

A private investigator and expert on government electronic
surveillance, who chooses to
maintain confidentiality, said the

Darnell said surveillance
wouldn't be done without ap-

technology

of

surveillance

through fiber-opticcableis complex but feasible.
“People ought to. take for

propriate approval,and surveillance through fiber-optic cable

is impractical because of cost.
“To do this you would need a
laser in the home and equipment that feeds laser into the
home witha receiver on the other
end,” he said.

that this can happen,”
granted
the source said.
“If the cable company were

presented with a warrant from

the FBI, they would have very
little power to refuse.

The laser costs $17,000 and
the receiver $3,000.

“The intercept would be of a

much higher quality and would
include pictures, not just sound.
“It is technically possible that
arenegade (FBI) agent would do
this,” the investigator said.

“It’s totally impractical, but
people said it was impractical to
get on the moon too,” he said.
“I don’t see fiber having part
in any field like that (surveillance),” he said. He also referred to it as “science-fiction.”
The FBI bill has nothing to do
with the cable television system

The FBI could ask for a leaseline to a particular pole and do
the connection,“but they want
the full facility to intercept and

include ready-made options for

agencies.

This is why there is the big
debate going onnow,” thesource
said.
The system has not yet been
utilized because itis notin place.
It would take three to four years

after the system is completely
installed for technology to be

modified for surveillance, the

investigator said.
Jack Fitzsimmons, of Fiber
Options Inc., New York, said he
sees more of asurveillance threat
through fiber-optic alarm systems than through cable television.
“With the system installed,
the monitoring station has the
ability to look in,” he said.
Fitzsimmons doesn’t envision
any misuse of fiber-optic cable
television because there are
easier routes for intelligence
agencies to utilize, especially
with the current technological
hinderance faced by the FBI.

officer of the East Bay area, said,
“It could be used, but copper
“I would venture to say that no
is much easier to intercept than
one
would validate this.
fiber,” he said.
“If it is in fact possible, no
Agencies would be able to uti- .
government
agency will say,
the
out
lize the system with
‘Oh,
sure,
we're
going to do
comting e
dg
the opera
ofle
know
that,’”
he
said.
any, Fitzsimmons said.
“Surveillance is a very small
“Fiber actually provides more
facet
of what we're involved
cy
priva
security for individual
with,”
Griego said.” It is not a
than the copper network
major portion of our lawenforcewould,” Fitzsimmons said.
ment role.”

Validation difficult
Because surveillance through

fiber-optic cable systems pertains to intelligence gathering,
ng press
sactio,
the FBI’eg
BobGri

Editor's note: Allinterviews outside of Humboldt County were conducted over the telephone by the
reporter.

FBI’s request of Congress
By Dawn Hobbs
LUMBERJACK STAFF

In 1991, there were 1,712 court-authorized wire-taps by state

2,364
and federal law enforcement agencies, which resulted in

arrests and 605 convictions.

The FBl introduced a draft legislation last spring to Congress

which would ensure that surveillance activities would not be
hindered by telecommunication improvements like fiber-optic
systems.
Although the legislation did not make it past the Management and Budget Committee, it will be reintroduced to the
103rd Congress in January.
The following is an overview of the FBI “Summary of Legislative Proposal” from the agency’s Washington, D.C., bureau.

¢ Private and corporate telephone companies would be held
legally responsible to provide the government with the techni-

cal assistance necessary to conduct lawful interceptions of
communications.
¢ The government would require the exact communications

ae

Ba

:

401 Sth St.
Eureka

STR

mitted by the telephone company to the

&

)

Blueprinting

of the person named on the court order, with isolation of all
communications directed to or from the subject.
¢ The intercepted communication signals would be trans-

detection by the subject, including nointerruption or reduction
in the subscriber’s service.

« Xerox Engineering Copies

bAbid

¢ Local exchange, interexchange and cellular carriers will be

445.9056
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Discover Kinko's |\

and copy your
true colors.
We have dropped all of our
regular color copy prices
by over 25%. Now you can
save on all types of color
copy applications.
e Overhead transparencies
e T-shirt transfers
¢ Reproductions of your
original artwork
e Personalized calendars
e Class presentations

New Everyday
Lower Prices !!!

99¢

Color Copies
Sipser eae

Kinkos
the copy center
Open 7 Days

822-8712
16th & G St. - Arcata
448-3334
7

Sth & V’St. - Eureka

government at a

monitoring station remote from the target of the court order,
but not in the facility of the communications provider.
¢ The interception would be required to occur without

LUBE

ARCATA

og

ane

Oil and Filter Change - All Fluids Checked
Tire Pressure Checked « Chassis Lube
Interior Vacuum - Windows Cleaned
And More!

$21.95 |
ree
M-F 8:30 a.m.-5
p.m.

All oil, fiters and
materials are recycled

(by appointment)

property.

Sat. 8:30 a.m.-Noon

]1905 10th & L St. Arcata

= “isposed of

required to comply with these requirements within 18 months
and private branches within three years of enactment into law.
e If anyone willfully violates these requirements, they willbe

subject to a civil penalty of $10,000 per day for each day in

violation, enacted by the attorney general.
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Council discusses youth sports

Hauser to run for
Keene’s Senate seat

|

By David Courtland

By Beau Redstone
U

Youth recreational activities,
including basketball, softball
and gymnastics, are stillin jeop-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Newly re-elected Assemblyman Dan
Hauser, D-Arcata, announced his intent
to run for the state Senate seat being vacated by Barry Keene, D-Ukiah, next
month.
Hauser made his announcement in a

ardy after Wednesday night's.

Arcata City Council meeting.
Community Services Director
Bob Cortelyou recommended
the youth basketball league be
made
co-ed, in addition to the

ress release Thursday, two days after

eene, the Senate Majority Leader, announced his decision to retire.
Hauser said in a phone interview Mon-

Dan Hauser

day that he had wanted to take more time before making a

decision to run, but changed his mind after talking with Keene.
“I declared so soon at the urging of Sen. Keene, who felt that

it was important to get out there early,” Hauser said. “I said I
wanted a couple of weeks to think aboutit,and it was only after

acouple of hours of conversation that Idecided to go ahead and
announce.”

elimination of girls softball and
the reduction by half of the staff
teaching youth gymnastics
classes.
Community members, along
with their children, voiced
strong
feelings
against
Cortelyou’s alternatives.

“A couple of people I’ve talked to are more concerned about
that than the Senate seat,” said Hauser. “The reaction is, ‘we

just beat Anna (Sparks), we don’t want to have to face her

But without a recreation su-

again.””
Last Wednesday, Hauser defeated Republican opponent
Anna Sparks, a Humboldt County supervisor.

pervisor, the city would be
forced torevampits youth sports
program, leaving many children

spring to fill Keene’s seat. According to California’s constitu-

from.

Hauser acknowledged that he was concerned about who

would succeed him in the Assembly if he wins Keene's seat.

election tobe held next

tion, Gov. Pete Wilson must set a date for a primary within 14
days after the Legislature reconvenes in January.

So far Hauser is the only declared candidate, although
Mike Thompson, D-Napa, is considering making a bid.

Sen.

Willits businesswoman Margie Handley, who narrowly lost

to Keene in 1990, is also said to be considering candidacy.

he and other community mem-

ting adult programs to save
youth programs, assessing an
extra $5 fee on youth sports and
involving parents in youth
sports on a volunteer basis.

saidhe doesn’t think boys and
girls can play on the same team
because the boys will play with
prejudice toward the girls.

are also concerned that the
youth, without sports, will become involved with drugs.
The council decided not to

bers, along with at least one
councilmember, disagree with.
In response to Cortelyou’s
co-ed team recommendation,
Councilmember Carl Pellatz

Alternative options offered by
the community included: cut-

members

See Council, page 14

Q equal in acces onal
. performance to
- Virgin motor oils.
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Eureka, CA 95501
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without any sports to choose

grams for all youth, rega

made from recycled ©
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. oll collected at the

OPEN SEVEN DAYS

Arcata ee
Center!!!

of gender,” said Greg Ander-

son, an Arcata resident.
Anderson is also concerned
about the proposal to make
youth leagues co-ed, something

50ats. of crude

- eEnviroil motor oil is:

“I think it is incumbent upon
the city of Arcata to provide

“For Musicians...

By Musicians”

“Your Greén Store”
9th

& | Streets

» "Areata

\. across: trom the co-op

'MOONRISE HERBS

Rs Ram,
>

h Quality Bulk
Mert, ior & Teas
"Unique

Some community

The issue revolved around the
eliminatidn of the full-time position of recreation su
isor,a
position that pays $28,000 per
year. The council eliminated the
position in an effort to curtail
budget woes.

No date has been set yet for the
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e Birth control services
e Low cost non-prescription birth control supplies

Low cost confidential AIDS/HIV testing

Clinic Services: 442-5709
Administration: 442-2961

2316 Harrison
Ave.,
Eureka
Mon. = Fri. 8:30 - 5

ans

Education: 445-2018

Gift TDdeas

eBulk
Shampoos
elncense
eCandles

eBaskets
eLotions

eBooks
eCards

e Crystals
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shoethestscheap,estin Arcata
Grubbiw for st
en
udare

Council

NORTHTOWN
SUPPLY
awe
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

By Daniel Cowan

© Continued from page 13
make a motion on the issue,
choosing instead to review the
problem and make a decision at
the next meeting.
In other council action:
The council voted 4-1 in favor of requesting voluntary |
abatement of weeds, called a
“nuisance,” on certain properties in the city. Councilmember
Bob Ornelas, the lone dissenter,
said, “I'm in support of the
weeds.”
¢ The council voted in favor of
a sidewalk repair ordinance.
Property owners, once notified
that they must fix the sidewalk,
weeks to make
twoen
willbe giv
the repairs.
If the repairs aren’t made by
owners, the City Pubon
icWorks Department will make
them.
Homeowners will have a lien
assessed on their property in the
amount of the repair costs until

20%
¥
o4 n

ALL PORTFOLIOS
NOV. Ist- 15th

payment is made.

at The Jogg’n Shop, on the corner

U

of 11th and G streets. They cost

If those old shoes are on their
last legs, with soles coming off
and toes peering through holes
at daylight, it’s time to replace
-

them.

The Lumberjack surveyed
all shoe stores in Arcata that sell
various types of footwear: sandals, semiformal and formal
shoes, running shoes, basketball
shoes and cross trainers.

Prices reflect the day of the

survey and may change without
notice.

on the
The New Outdoor Store
n
brandlso
dea
best
the
Plaza has
often
and
name sporting shoes,
has sales on a number of its already low-priced stock.
Many styles are on sale now,

with savings up to 40 percent.
The store also hasa permanent

clearance rack, always full of

pular brand shoes at drastically reduced prices.
Tiva sandles, a popular brand

$10 OFF 3<|
y regular price
HI-TEC Hiking Boots.
Sale prices with
~_ coupon start at $40.

from $45 - $55.

The Jogg’n Shop offers a large
eee
selection of ne
have a
y
e
h
T
.
shoes
s
and tenni
made
ly
usual
on,
clearance secti
d
price
up of a en
to sell quickly.
Plaza Shoe Shop, located at 744
9th St., sells Birkenstocks priced
from $78 to $90, and a vast array
of top quality footwear, includ-

ing expedition and leisure boots
from $50 to over $200.
Since Plaza Shoes is an authorized Birkenstock dealer, it repairs Birkenstocks and other

ing the brands sold. Prices on
average range from$29.95 to$55.
Dr. Martens are the most expensive at $110.
Those who like the “worn-in”
look should check out the Salvation Army Thrift Store at 11th

and K streets. It has a large selec-

tionof used shoesin most sizes at
rock-bottom prices.

In the Jacoby Storehouse,

Annie's Shoes is a woman’s shoe
store that has the most =
styles of semiformal, holiday
dress and formal footwear, including Chilis, Dr. Martens, Bass,
Candie’s and Mootsies Tootsies.
Prices are very low consider-

|
Y
TR
IS
NT
DE
DS
MS-D
Hise
A.
Mark

In last week’s Money
Grubber, we failed to note
that Henderson Center Bicycles offersa 10 percent discount to students with a
valid HSU ID for parts and
accessories. We also should
have pointed out that consumers may find differing
prices from one bike shop to
another when comparing

tune-ups for 10-speeds or

mountain bikes.

sestensteat

Sell your junk
in the Jack
classifieds
Bring in your Paul Mitchell bottles for. re ills

@uunaccs.....

Climbing Pants
Street Pants

Save $1 on each bottle
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822-8403

Located in the University Center
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A program offering undergraduate students an opportunity to

study for up to one year at one of 107 colleges and universities in
the United States and its territories - usually at the same cost as
attending HSU

General

Information

Meeting

Tuesday, November 17, Noo
Goodets Forum, Nelson Hall
or
Wednesday, November 18, 4p.m.

Goodwin Forum, Nelson Hail

For more information contact: Bill Arnett
Siemens Hall 215 ~ 826 - 6189
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Abortion pill debate

RU 486: Is it a wonder drug?
@ The drug may be allowed into the
United States for personal use and to
continue research into its potential
medical uses, including treatment for
cancer.

LUMBERJACK STAFF

The French abortion pill
RU 486 is the center of

controversy that will only

continue.
i
President-elect Bill Clinton
said he may lift the 1989

Drug Administra-

provides a safe, private
means for abortion and that
U.S. women are being denied
their rights by the FDA’s
restriction.
“There's a certain resentment of the fact that American women cannot have what
is available and safely
provided to French women,

tion ban for research and

personal use.
RU 486 is a steroid which
will cause abortion in the

first few weeks of aaa
Discovered in 197

harmaceutical company
ussel Uclaf, the drug was
originally intended to
produce steroids of the
adrenal gland, said Dr.
Etienne-Emile Baulieu in the
October, 1989 issue of the
Journal of the American
Medical Association. Researchers discovered the

private and de-

are belied by the

the whole drug cocktail
women may be exposed to,”
said Janice
Raymond, coauthor of a report from MIT’s
Institute on
Women and

real details.”
THEODORE LORING
retired Eureka obstetrican

rogesterone, a reproductive
ormone.
French approval

France approved RU 486
for medical abortions in

October 1988. The manufacturer attempted to withdraw
the drug after protests about
The French

govern-

ment declared the drug “the
moral property of women”
and ordered Roussel to
market the drug, accordin;

to a 1991 article by Michae

Klitsch in “Family Planning
Perspectives.”
Proponents argue the drug

No abortion
Abortion opponents say
that if approved, RU 486 will
allow abortions to be too
=
e RU 486 ban shouldn't
be lifted to allow the drug to
be used for abortion, sai

Allen Rode, president of

Humboldt Pro-Life.
“I don’t believe that the
research is conclusive
enough” for other medical

Rode said.

“When the Pill was first

“The potentials
are there for
good and bad,
but nobody
really knows any

that they are being treated as
second-class citizens with

respect to reproductive
health care... ,” said

Sheldon Segal, Ph.D., director
of population sciences at the
Rockefeller Foundation in
New York, reported in the

“or

1991, J

ee

nents say the
dru
isn’t the best sshition i”

abortion and that the potential for other medical uses
needs more research.

“Claims that RU 486

Se

How does it work?
The menstrual cycle
Progesterone levels increase during the first part of the
menstrual cycle. The uterus builds up a lining of tissue, called
the endometrium, in which a fertilized egg can implant. If an
egg is released by the ovaries but isn't fertilized, the endometrium sheds from the uterine wall and is expelled along
with the unfertilized egg.
RU 486
If given during the first seven to eight weeks of pregnancy,
RU 486 blocks progesterone from being absorbed by the
uterus. The low progesterone levels cause the endometrium
to stop growing as in a normal menstrual cycle. The newly
formed placenta and fetus separate from the uterine wall and
would be expelled about 60 to 70 percent of the time.
Prostaglandin is given within 36 to 48 hours to contract the
uterus and expel the dead tissue.

How it works in France

number of medical visits and

uses,

drug would also act against

its use.

medicalized

Technology in 1991.

By Nan Roberts
and Rita Molhoek

Food and

abortion is

introduced, later negative

side effects were found once
women started using it,”

Rode said. “The same thing
might occur with RU 486.”

Planned Parenthood
Six Rivers Planned Parenthood in Eureka said RU 486
would not ree present
abortion methods, but it
would be a non-surgical
alternative for abortion.
Planned Parenthood
expects the Clinton administration to lift the ban on RU
486, said Elizabeth Thompson, spokeswoman for Six
Rivers Planned Parenthood.
The organization has no
immediate plans to use the
drug, she said, because even
if the ban is lifted, the drug
would still have to go
through the approval process, which takes years.

“We need to be able to

research the possibilities,”
Thompson said of possible
non-reproduction-related
uses for the drug.
Research difficult
The ban on RU 486 has
made research in this country
difficult, according to some
researchers.
“The hostile regulatory
climate” in the United States

is confusing to researchers in
the opinion of Gary Hodgen,
Ph.D., a reproductive
endo-

crinology
Eastern

specialist at the
Virginia Medical

School of the Medical College
of Hampton Roads, Norfolk.
Hodgen
has researched
development of a treatment
for
endometriosis, and
sibly, for breast cancer.
“I think if you have the

chance to develop a drug

Just how easy and private is an abortion with
RU 486?
in France, the method requires four visits to an outpatient clinic, reports Susan
Ince in a July, 1991, article in Vogue:
¢ The first visit includes a pregnancy
test and calculation of the date of pregnancy, a blood test, pelvic exam and
often a vaginal ultrasound.

¢ After the required seven-day wait- Gb

ing period, the woman returns to the
clinic to take the dose of RU 486
(mifepristone is the generic name).
¢ Returning to the clinic within 36 to 48
hours for an injection or vaginal suppository of prostaglandin, the woman is monitored for about four hours. Side effects
like abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting and
diarrhea are common with prostaglandin, which
causes the uterus to contract, expelling the placenta and
fetus.

e After another week, the woman returns to be sure the
abortion is complete, and to monitor bleeding.
Roussel Uclaf, the drug's manufacturer, will not allow RU

d abortions unless the same tight medical
486 to be licensefor
controls are followed.

that’s going to effectively
treat Cushing’s syndrome, or

one for breast cancer or for

endometriosis, the pressure is
going to be so great to go to
work on it that the situation
will evolve to where you can
do it,” Hodgen said in the
1991 JAMA article. “ Along
the way, there will likely also
ultimately be a way to get the
abortifacient drug on the
market as well.”
Rode said that though the
research for the other possible uses of the drug would
be worthwhile, vigilance
would be necessary to —
prevent RU 486 from being
used for abortions.
Medical potentials
ane

for good

san are there

and bad,” said Dr.

Theodore Loring, retired
Eureka obstetrician. “But

nobody really knows any real

details.”

Some promising research

has been done at universities

in this country.
In reproductively-related

actions, RU 486 softens the

cervix, which will help

difficult deliveries, and

possibly prevent Caesarian

sections.

Non-gynecological treat-

ment could include

meningiomas, non-spreading

tumors in the brain.
Meningiomas are now
treated
with radiation or

surgery. The University of

Souther California Cancer

Center’s research showed

co had better eye
ction and fewer headaches with RU 486.
The same mechanism that
causes abortion can control
endometriosis. The endometrium, which normally
grows inside the uterus, can
escape and grow on other
organs, causing pain and
eventually infertility. RU 486
can stop endometrial
growth
and shrink the tissue.
This
can be treated now by other
hormones and by surgery.
The way RU 486 interacts
with progesterone is simliar
to the way it interacts with
corticosteroids, which are
produced by the adrenal
en The drug could treat
ushing’s syndrome, a
malfunction of the adrenal
ee involving overprouction of corticosteroid,

causing many symptoms.
Loring said he thinks RU
486 used as a “morningafter” pill has more potential
than its use for abortions.
Taken for three to four days
after intercourse, the pill
would cause the sloughing of
the uterine lining whether the
woman was pregnant or not.

The possibilities are there

for the drug, but it isn’t a
wonder drug, Hodgen said in
JAMA.
“It'll take years and years
of research and trials before
one could say for sure RU 486
is going to be valuable for

aos

“

than for

termination of pregnancy,”
Loring said.
r
-
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DISCOVER

SCIENCE

Barbara Stein, curatorial associate and researcher at UC
Berkeley's Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, presents a seminar Friday sponsored by the Biology Graduate
Student Association:
Barbara Stein speaks on her experiences
as a woman in the sciences, Friday, 12:30
p.m., 358 Science A.

en)

e Areception will be held 4 p.m., Friday, in
the foyer of 133 Science B.

e Dr. Stein speaks on "Phylogeny Versus Function —
Evolution and Homeoplasy in Rodent Limb Muscles,” 4:30
p.m. Friday, 133 Science B.

(707) 445-3930
Special Orders Welcome
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Madrone

ALL HERE?
DISCOVER SCIENCE

Nov. 13, 7:30 PM “The Recovering Perfectionist"- Poetry
Reading by Pat Mc Cutcheon.
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Art Gallery

NATURAL RESOURCES, FORESTRY, WILDLIFE, ZOOLOGY, BIOLOGY, BOTANY, CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, ENGINEERING, NURSING, COMPUTER SCIENCES, MATHEMATICS — ARE YOU

Nov. 22, 2:00 PM ote

Boge

NEEDS

Tues-Sat: 10-5

Nav. 20, 7:00 PM "Widdershins"- Lesbian Poetry
Reading by Barbara Dilworth & Ruth
Mountaingrove

YOUR

GUEST

LECTURERS,

Sunday: 12-5

223 Second St., Old Towne
Eureka, CA 95501
2 doors down from Chocoholics
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MARIAN TIMEZONE PROJECT
McPARTLAND

A GROUND BREAKING COLLABORATION BETWEEN
RUSSIAN AND HUMBOLDT COUNTY MUSICIANS.

World premier concerts.

A dream of a circus.

Juggling, flipping,
spinning, and an all new

standards from the host of
NPR's “Piano Jazz.”

Marian

show from the company
that pioneered the “new

Be among the first to
witness this exciting

transcultural musical
exchange.
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circus movement.”
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‘Claire’ takes a fresh look at love
By Celia Homesiey
LUMBERJACK STAFF

ood, old-fashioned love stories have always been popular in
theater. From “Gone With the Wind” to “When Harry Met
Sally,” audiences pack movie houses to watch those sweet
thrills flickering on the screen. “Claire of the Moon,” a newly
released film coming to Arcata’s Minor Theater this week, is
another one of those tender heartfelt romances, with a twist:
It’s about two women who fall in love.
By its very nature, “Claire of the Moon,” a lesbian love story that has
packed in audiences from Portland to Boston, is a political film. Surprisingly enough, it was not intended to be. Director Nicole Conn, who describes herself as “the rose-colored glasses queen of the universe,” and whosays she isstriving to be “the lesbian Frank
Capra of the ‘90s,” claims that

though, have been lesbians who
mie
i

Movie
Preview

“Claire of the Moon” is simply a

Film: “Claire of the Moon”
Director: Nicole Conn
Where: Minor
Starts: Friday

love story.
“The film is not avant garde.
It’s not a political statement. We
are just trying to show that lesbi-

ans live normal lives. We have
our own love stories,” she said.

The film, which was Conn’s
first, and was produced on a

shoestring budget of $3.5 million, was criticized as having
some one-dimensional charac-

ters,and several awkward,ama-

teurish scenes. Conn agrees that

there is some validity to these
claims. For the most part, though,

her movie has been praised.
“Itis an incredible firsteffort,”

said the movie’s distributor Jen-

nifer Bergman. “It was put together for practically nothing,

and it came out beautifully. It
has definitely stirred up some
controversy, though. In some
ways it pushes people’s buttons,
because it’s too real.”

The movie is about two
women writers who end up
rooming together at an Oregon
writers retreat. Claire is a freespirited, chain-smoking blonde
who writes humor novels. Noel
is a tall, uptight , openly lesbian
psychiatrist who

writes

sex

therapy books. They meet, are
complete Seren and the

complain that, among other
' things, the two leading charac-

sparks fly. The film’s conflict lies
in Claire, who believes herself to
be heterosexual, and the movie
becomes “one woman’s journey
into her sexual identity.”
The film appeals to many
women who are at a crossroads
in their lives, and who want to

explore their sexual identity. “At

the end of some of the screen-

ings, women came up to mecry-

ing, thanking meso much for the
film. Some asked me if they
should become lesbians. These
women have to go through the
rocess of finding themselves.
t’s what Claire did on her journey,” Conn said.
A large part of audiences are

lesbians, who, for the most part,
favor the film. Lesbian films are
few and far between, the most
recent being the well-received
“Desert Hearts,” which came out
six years ago.
“Lesbians are dying to see

themselves up on the screen,”
Conn said, “and they rarely get a
chance to.”
The film’s biggest critics,

ters are stereotypes.

“The actors that I cast for the
two leading roles just happened
to fit the look of stereotypical
lesbians. I didn’t plan it that
way,” Conn said. “The truth is,
though, that we (lesbians) may
not like it but we do have a very
strong butch-fem dynamic. I
wish that lesbians would be OK
with that.”
Conn also mentioned that the
movie is not meant to represent
all lesbians. “It’s simply one Trisha Todd, left, and Karen Trumbo find love with each other.
Conn is especially happy with
woman's story,” she Said. “It time before the climax,” she said.
“Some people say that it’samong
the reactions she gets from colcan’t please everyone.”
lege towns.
In general, audiences have re- the best love scenes that they’ve
“College students are a major
sponded positivelyto the movie. ever seen. Some people hate it.
audience for this film because
onn said that gay men who are Either way it'll drive youcrazy.”
students are much more open to
Conn said she made the audiromantics love the film (although
sexually diverse lifestyles, and
gay men make up a small part of ence wait for the scene because
she wanted to draw special atyoung people view romance and
audiences) and straight men
love much less cynically than
have different reasons for enjoy- tention to it.
adults,” she said.
“The movie
is about the dance
ing it. According to the Kinsey
“Claire of the Moon” is presReport (which Conn calls the that lesbians do in their relationently booked in 25 cities and at
comprehensive sex report of the ships. It is an erotic dance. Lesbians aren’t just women who run
the end of the year will open toa
universe), the number one sexual
larger market. In many ways it
through the daisies holding
fantasy for both menand women
has broken new ground for leshands. They’re highly sensual
is women with women.
bian films, and Conn expects
“Claire is as much a straight creatures who can share an inmany more in the future.
man’s fantasy as a lesoian’s fan- credibly intimate bond witheach
“There is a demand for this
other,” Conn said.
tasy,” she said.
kind of film. Lesbian audiences
The lovemaking scene, as well
The most controversial aspect
as the rest of the movie, defiare starving for them. Crossover
of the filmis the final lovemaking
nitely
has
an
impact
on
its
viewaudiences are hungry for them,
scene, which one reviewer claims
ers. A lot of people have seen it and American audiences are be“goes beyond sex.” Bergman
coming more and more open to
many times. Conn knows of one
agrees.
alternative lifestyles.”
“You have to wait for a long woman who saw it 39 times.

The circus comes to town

SF troop brings HSU a ‘Pickle’

One-ring

os

By Bill McLelian

a

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Circus Preview

Phineous T. Barnum and James Bailey
left an indelible connotation on the word
“circus” with their “Greatest Show on

What: The Pickle Family Circus

tery ringmasters, tigers turning tricks

Staring: The Pickle Family
Where: Van Duzer Theater
When: Saturday, 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.,
Sunday, 2 p.m.

Earth.” Thestench of caged animals, blusunder the hands of skilled trainers and

wild freak shows became staples of the
circus image.

The Pickle Family doesn’t really dig

that connotation or image. It’s more into
Webster's colloquial definition of circus:

a source of much

fun.

The Pickle Family Circus, a ree

troupe

from San Francisco, has deligh

Cali ornia audiences for more than 18

years with its alternate take on the classic

circus style. The Pickle circus retains the

Show: “Tossing and Turning”

Tickets: $8 students, kids and seniors,

$17 general

.

“The show revolves around a central
theme, and is more theatrical than the

traditional circus.”
The Pickle Family pre-dates Cirque du
Soleil, the well-known modern circus
from Canada.
The troupe of acrobats, jugglers, clowns
and trapeze artists are people who “don’t
believe in the star system,” Pizzo said.
“The strength of the performance is the
result of the strength of the ensemble.”
The Pickle Family was founded in 1974
by Larry Pisoni and Peggy Snider. Pisoni

spectacle, while losing the bombast, of
Barnum and Bailey and owes a greater and Snider had just passed a juggling
debt to the small European traveling audition for a TV show and were taken
troupes of old than’ the three-ring ex- by surprise when they were asked for the
travaganzas of today’s American variety. . name of the act. On the spur of the mo“The Pickle Family are progenitors of ment they came up with The Pickle Famthe ‘new circus movement,” said Carol ily Circus. The name stuck, even after
Pizzo, marketing director for the Pickles. Snider retired in 1981 and Pisoni left in

1987 for a career as a solo performer.
Atitsinception, the Pickle Family made
a group decision to not include animals
in the show. “In the past, they were meant
to show people what these animals looked
like. Now, everyone knows. | don’t understand what they prove. It’s humiliating to the animals,” Pisoni said in a 1986
interview with the Los Angeles Times.
The costumes are modern rather than
the classic circus spangles that suggest a
BeDazzler-wielding seamstress with too
much free time.
“We're somewhat lacking in the sequins department,” Pisoni told the L.A.

Times.
The traveling troupe performs often in
Arcata, and premiered its 1989 show,
“Luna Sea” in Redwood Park under the
“little top.”
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By Kirsten Frickle
and Daniel Oworkin
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the Arcata Community.” .
“I've always been politically
A lifelong social activist has
ts level,”
created a new vehicle for femi- active on a grassroo
ut
and “a point of Krakowski said.
nist expression
lved in the
connection for women in the high school Iwasinvo
Coalition,
ent
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cummunity.”
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id
an anti-aparthe
Ari Krakowski came to HSU
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s.”
with a strong drive to start a cused on racism issue
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an
she discovered Women Notes, a passing, bl
ty-seven
low-circulation publication from. and conspiracy.
Center that con- minors were arrested for blockthe Women’s
the entrance to the South
tained many possibilities ing
can Consulate in Beverly
through allocated funds.
were
Krakowski applied for grants Hills, but the charges
allocated fora
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See Matrix, page 19

‘s a view of feminism as

understand what it is to be a

can be feminists but will never

own movement,” she said.

spectacle
ge

cases language reinforces sexist attitudes.”
Ari Krakowski, editor of a
new women’s newsletter on
campus, The Arcata Matrix,

Aalcolm
LMGeEy

hopes alfernative spellings
such as “womyn” and other
linguistic variations will at
least raise awareness of
bay sh acneng
determines
“Language
says.
wski
thought,” Krako
assumes everyF
one is white, male and heterosexual.”
While she doesn’t ex
widespread use of the alternative language in Matrix,
wants readers
Krakowski
and the mainstream media
to take notice of feminist issues and question societal
and linguistic norms.
r
to this
The greatest barrie
acceptance is peoples’ will to

See Womyn, page 20
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separate language and soci-

Other aspects of sexist language, such as the use of
pronoun
“mankind” and the
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ible but difficult

progress, says HSU English
Kathleen Doty.
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Some linguists believe language creates and recreates a

mainstream acceptance.
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In Matrix, Krakowski wrote
the “pro” side of “Can Men Be

feminism.

a similar publication in Santa

The idea for Matrix came from

view of men as ‘the enemy’ ig-

woman. My advice to men who
want to get involved in the fight
against sexism is to start their

Je

isalso

the misin-

man-hating. I believe that men

Can the women’s movement change sexist attitudes
by changing the language?
Conscious attempts to
change sexist aspects of
American English, which
many consider:to be purely
patriarchal, date back at least
100 years. And if history is
any indication, recent introductions of variant spellings
for the word “woman” will
find great difficulty gaining
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trix could be used as a spring-

oe gntieper she has alwriting opinion
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pieces and decided to make
Matrix a forum of debate and
response. “Let this be a realm
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Krakowski wrote at the end of
the article: “Men can and must
take part in the struggle to end

.
said.
“There’sdefinitely a backlash

Cruz.
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the “pro” side of “Can Men Be
Feminists?”

response. “Let this be a realm
where they (men) are not the
dominant force,” Krakowski
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Name: Ben Rush

° Continued from
18
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Major: Art

tive for all those involvinedthe

ues

ers a ui

Year: Senior
Discipline: Drawing and

struggle against oppression.”
aeae.
Pieoe

painting

isone man

-

read Matrix and

Home town: Santa Cruz

believes it has the potential to

niles”
praca s,
Tope "Pra

munity.

Age: 21

benefit people within the com-

¢ Favorite food: “All food mixed together.”

of the fact thak thay (woenen)

e Mentors and inspirations: Einstein, Monet, DaVinci,
M.C. Escher."

have been trea
as ted
a subordinate class.

er feeortegeraen

e Purpose: “! want people
to realize the

magnificence of the state they're in. The amazing
underlying reality that’s around all of us that | think
some people ignore due to social or cultural
constructs in the context they're in. | want people to
break
out of It.”
e ideal environment
for creating art: “Out in life.
outside, painting.”
e One thing you would change about your style: “To

be able to completely change my style at leisure,
drasticly change everything and be able to come
back to the first style and be able to do it again.”
e Goals: “Get my own animation company and
make the general populous of the world realize how

incredible life is, and what a beautiful thing it is
physically
and mentally.”
e How are you going to get people to realize
themselves
through your work: “| hopeto

communicate in a way that Is general enough, yet

specific enough to impact society and to reveal the
human condition.”

— Reported
by Daniel Dworkin

“There's a lot of anger that
needs to be validated that
women have. I think it’s completely good for them to
that. We shouldn’t stifle that.
” And theangerdoesn’t offend
me, it just makesme more aware
— there’s that anger,” Harlow
Krakowski
and _ other
femalecontributors to Matrix
have filled it with things other
than anger, including international news,
, editorials
and prose. Krakowski said Matrix is capable of educating
people about the diverse emotions felt by women.
“Some things need to be
oe
fundamentally,” she
“The only way to end sexism
oroppression is to educate yourself and start withan open
mind.
Look at what you're doing and
question it.”
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woman(“womyn’” isoneofseveral variants) is the least-likely

English “wifman,” at a time
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by modinmodern AmericanEnglish. _ the time, aided perhaps
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communication,
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“Thon” was introduced

gesture.
The fact that spelling changes

“Wifman” became woman,
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was included in Webster's New _ still doubtful the change will
World dictionary until the mid- _ occur in her lifetime.

Doty says people get particularly defensive about change
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myth
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The incorrect but now widely _ tributors to Matrix face an obvious uphill battle, but their effort,
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Cross country

men head to
national S
By Cella Homesiey
u

CK STAFF

The HSU men’s cross country

team ran its worst race at the
NCAA regional meet this week-

end in Portland, Ore., and still
qualified for nationals.
In conditions that were less
than perfect, the team finished

second, good enough to advance
to the national meet. The top
four spots automatically qualified.
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
ended with 39 points, ahead of
HSU’s 75-point second place. Cal
Poly Pomona rounded up the
top three with 85 points.
weather was colder than
the runners are.used to, and the
6.2-mile course was rough,
bumpy and wet, with a mixture
of grass, soft dirt and mud. “It
made for really uneven footing,
and took a lot of extra energy,”
Scott Whithan said.
Reed Elmore agreed. “It
wouldn’t let me get into my
rhythm. The whole race was
speed up, slow down,” he said.
And the tough competition
didn’t help.
Race winner Cal Poly came

out hard.
“They took it out really fast,
under a 5-minute mile,” Elmore
said. “They proceeded to have a
really good race.”
“We went into it thinking that
we might have a chance to win

the title, but we had an off-day,
and they (Cal Poly) had a good

day,” Coach Dave Wells said.

Some of HSU’s runners, how-

ever, gave

excellent

perfor-

mances.
Reed Elmore finished first for
the Lumberjacks with a 7th over-

all place. Dave

Wasserman

ended 13th while Cory Trovinger

came in at16th.

“Reed, Dave and Cory ran re-

ally strong. Those three stepped
itup for us,” said Scott Whitham.
Coach Wells wasalso pleased.

“These runners gave outstanding performances,” he said. “We

are thankful that they did because we might have been in

trouble otherwise.”
Elmore wasn’t overly pleased
with his performance, but said
he gave it his best.
“I felt very fatigued the whole

time,” he said. “I remember run= with the guys who got second and third
place and I
watched them pull away from
me. I just couldn’t keep up the
ce.”

Nonetheless, the team is
headed for the national meet in
Slippery Rock , Penn., where the
top 16 teams in the nation will
meet. Cal Poly San Luis ranks
third and HSU ninth.
“I'm looking forward to na-

tionals, because we can do a lot
better than we did. I think we
can beat Cal Poly,” Elmore said.
“I’m looking forward to na-

tionals where we can pull ourselves together again,” Wells

said, “and hopefully place in the
top five.”

PAUL OHNERSORGEN THE LUMBERJACK

Byron McMorris runs back a Hayward turnover during Saturday’s Lumberjack loss.

Football can’t hold early lead
By Kevin Melissare
LUMBERJACK STAFF

With a 22-point first quarter
lead and the Northern California AthleticConference’s top defense, the ‘Jacks weren’t the only
ones baffled as Hayward State
ran on to the field to celebrate its
38-36 victory.
The Pioneers (5-4) took advan-

tage of three HSU fumbles, great
field position and poor officiating to overcome the ‘Jacks’ early
lead and outscore HSU 31-14 in
the final three quarters.
Despite three solo and one as-

sisted sacks from defensive end
Jarrod Spaulding and 14 tackles
by linebacker Reggie Bolton, the

‘Jacks’ defense could not keep
up with a sputtering offense in
the second half.
Although the Lumberjack offense drove for 334 yards in the

first half, the Pioneers held them

to 152 yards in the second half.
“Fumbles were a big problem,”
uarterback Chris Oswald said.
e couldn’t finish our drives.”
The Pioneers returned fullback
Rodney Dickerson’s fumble for
a touchdown to start the first
quarter, then stripped wide receiver Eric Scott of the ball, even
though his progress had been

stopped, returning it to HSU’s
23 yard line.
But what hurt the ‘Jacks’ the

most

was

the

holding

by

Soccer team ends disappointin g season
By Nicholas Paredes Iii
(;

ood dreams are sometimes hard to come by.
Just ask this season’s

men’s soccer team, whose season has become a nightmare.
Fostering hopes of a league
championship year, HSU started
on the right path with a 7-1-1
overall and a3-0-1 league record.
But following its good ae
ning,
the good hopes diminis
when the squad entered a sixgame losing streak, droping out
of contention and into
oblivion.
The ‘Jacks ended the losi:

streak against Hayward on Halloween day. But one week later
the 5-8-1 conference and 9-9-1
overall season ended with a pair
of losses to Northern California
Athletic Conference champion
Cal-State Chico.
HSU needed to win both
games at Chico to finish with a
winning conference record.
“We weren't too fired up for
the second game,” team mem-

ber Dave Colley said. “ After losing on Friday, wejust didn’thave
7 ia to play for on SaturCoach Alan Exley said confidence was the main factor lacking from the team.
“Our pride was really injured
because of those six losses. At
the beginning of the streak we
lost some games we should have
won. As a result our confidence
slipped, the losses — up, then
we added
on more losses,” Exley
said.
But one thing the team did not
lack was home-field support.
“The fans have given us tremendous support
this season at
home games,” Exley said. “Even
with the rain they were very vocal. It made us appreciate coming home and it was good that
we ended the (home) season with

a couple of victories for them
(against Hayward on Oct. 3031).”
Although the team does not
want to make excuses, injuries

and travel wreaked havoc on the

Hayward’s

offensive line to-

wards the end of the game.
Despite HSU’s seven sacks,

Hayward’sline wasn’t called for

a single holding penalty.
Aside from the poor officiating, the ‘Jacks’ just couldn’t get
focused after the first quarter.
“The officiating was bad, but
its been

bad

all year,” strong

safety Montell Allen said. “The
fact is we were up by 22-points.”
The ‘Jacks’ fight Chico State
Saturday at t 7 p.m. in Redwood
Bowl, battling over the “Axe.”
The HSU team will try to be the
first one to win seven games ina

season since the 1979 squad.
HSU leads the series with the
Wildcats 30-24.

Soccer loses,
Sherwood
honored
By Nicholas Paredes Ili
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Needing two wins to regain
its pride and an a winning con-

ference record, HSU’s men’s soccer team went out, only to get
rejected by Northern California
Athletic
Conference champion

RICH BICKEL/ THE LUMBERJACK

HSU ended sixth in conference. It looks to regroup next year.

tired team. “We had to play
games on back to back days be-

cause of the unfair scheduli
and travel costs,” Exley said.
“When you’re in conference
play, late in the season, and
you've got injuries, the last thing
you want to do is have to playa
tough team on back-to-back
—

spite this disadvantage,

HSU’s leading scorer Kami
Sherwood doesn’t
want to bank

the season on it. “We controlled
our own fate,” he said. "We had
some injuries, but nothing that
wascompletely devastating. We
just didn’t finish off teams when
we had the chance.”
An with a couple of breaks
here and there, “Who knows.
Maybe we could have gained
the momentum to carry us,”
Sherwood said. “But as it is,
we're
going home and they’re
(Chico} going to the playoffs.”

CSU Chico this weekend.
After losing 1-0 on Friday in
double overtime, the team had
nothing to play for on Saturday,
and it showed by the ‘Jacks 6-0
loss, the worst defeat of the season.
“We were just going through

the motions,” head coach Alan
Exley said. “I think everyone just

wanted to get home and get it
over with.”
With his goals of a conference
championship crushed this season,
graduating leading
scorer
Kamika Sherwood said the team
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has a good shot next fall. “It has
a good base for next year. We
just didn’t execute. Maybe they
can take it all next season.”
Dispite the disappointing season, HSU’s Sherwood was
named the NCAC Player of the
Year by conference coaches. The
senior forward from Concord,
Calif., tied for the NCAC individual scoring title with 32

points. Sherwood had 12 goals
and eight assists.
Sherwood said that while being named Player of the Year
feels great, winning conference
would have been better. “I'd like

to switch roles.” His time at HSU

has been a great learning experience, he said. “You never forget
the friends you make.”
Defender Dave Colley was
also named to the NCAC AllConference 2nd team, while
goalkeeper Mike Taft acheived
honorable mention.

Spikers win weekend matches
The HSU Volleyball team won

a couple on the road over the
weekend to lift its conference
record to 4-4 and 10-12 overall.
Janay Bainbridge had 13 kills
on Friday and 14 on Saturday to
to help beat CSU Hayward and
UC Santa Cruz, respectively.

The Lumberjacks won the Fri-

day match against last-place conference rival Hayward 15-7, 15-

9,12-15, 15,5,and continued their

streak the following day drop-

ping the Santa Cruz

Banana

Slugs in three straight games 15-

4, 15-7, 15-7.
This weekend the team makes
its last home appearances of the
season when they take on San

Francisco State on Friday and

CSU

Stanislaus on Saturday.

Both games begin at 7:30 p.m.
a)

Guess your time and
win a FREE Turkey!

Intramural
Tournaments
continuing this

week, good luck
to all surviving
teams!
Drop-in recreation hours
still available.

1/2 Price
Budweiser
Drafts

1/2 Price

[| J °

Guiness

anes Road/Guintoli Lane Exit-Arcata (707) 822-1050
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Free speech — not censorship
ast week’s Lumberjack
contained an advertisement, placed by the
Arcata First Baptist Church, that
advocated abstinence in
adolescent sexuality. Many of our
readers wrote letters and came to
our office to express anger about
the content of the ad, including
facts and figures they said were
out of date and misleading.
The ad contained many views,
but some readers were appalled
by one phrase. In referring
broadly to groups that set policy
regarding adolescent sexuality,
the ad states: “The philosophy
that governs several of the
organizations reflects the homosexual agenda, which includes

space provides individuals or
groups an opportunity to express

their views.
It’s difficult to determine how
best to remedy these types of
situations. Is it more effective to
censor such statements or to bring

them into a free and open forum
for discussion? Neither is a perfect
solution, but this newspaper is
loathe to enter the arena of censorship; The Lumberjack strives to
be an open channel for communi-

cation on the campus and in the
community.

When the word censorship — or
the thought of it — crops up,
journalists cringe. If expression is

censored, speech is no longer free.

recruitment of the young and

6 ince this country’s inception

vigorous promotion of a teen’s

and before, journalists,
minority groups, religious groups,
women, gays and lesbians have

right to sexual expression.”
The editorial board of The
Lumberjack thinks this statement
is misleading and unsupported.
We in no way endorse or support
any of the views in the ad — or
those of any ad we run. Paid ad

fought for freedom of speech and
expression. The fight has been
long, difficult and dirty at times,
and it continues today. This time
of societal unrest is no time to step

back from free speech gains.
Only by having all ideas —
positive and negative — in the
public forum can people
formulate reasoned opinions. To
hide the viewpoints of any group
or individual, even if the ideas are
ignorant or intolerant, is to distrust the public’s acumen and
deny people the knowledge that
these positions exist. We cannot
educate against what we’re not
allowed to identify.

Fundamental to education is an
outpouring of constructive and
instructive ideas to counter
fatuous ones. Our readers have
done that this week, and The
Lumberjack applauds them. The

response serves to educate that
homophobia is as dangerous and
repugnant as racism, sexism or
religious suppression. We've

devoted extra space to the topic,
and we'll continue to do so.
Is there a limit to free speech?
Certainly. Even most journalists
agree that free speech can never
be truly absolute. Defining the

limit, however, is no easy task.
First Amendment j
ence
holds that speech tending to incite
violence or lead to an immediate
breach of the peace (so-called

“fighting words”) is not protected, but the courts have been
reluctant even to invoke this
clause to throttle the First
Amendment.

Free s
tees all
individuals and groups the right
to fight for what they believe in.
Who would give up the right to
use caustic speech to fight societal

inequities? To fight racism,
sexism, xenophobia or homophobia? To attack the government?
Politicians? It’s dangerous to
assume we can deny one type of
free expression and be assured of
maintaining others.
Freedom of speech doesn’t come
without a price, but it is priceless
in its ability to educate and inform. That’s our view. We believe
in your right to disagree — and to
voice that disagreement in these

pages.

Letters to the editor
Focus on ’Jack ad

remarks toward the gay community are
not quality journalism for articles or advertisements.

Editor's note: The following letters are in

response to a two-page advertisement that
ed in last
‘s Lumberjack with
headline, “In Defense of a Little
Virginity, a message from Focus on the
Family.” The ad was paid for by the Arcata
First Baptist Church.

The Lumberjack has taken great strides
over the past year to inform the campus
and public communities about gay culture and our work toward equality. In
light of this, it was very disappointing
nally offensive for us to see the
and
ense of Virginity” advertisement in
last week’s paper.
Freedom of speech permitsads such as
this to be printed, but we would think
camthat journalistic ethics on a college
ento
research
some
require
pus would
.
printed
nts
sure the accuracy of stateme
ate
Outdated statistics on AIDS, inaccur
stats on condom usage and slanderous

We recognize that The Lumberjack is
notactively attacking the lesbian and gay

community. However,

printing this ad

without verifying and attesting to the
statistics’ lack of validity, or without having a rebuttal to the anti-gay statements,
conveys misinformation and gives tacit
approval of homophobia. Obviously
more work and education is needed to
insure

non-gays

recognize

homophobia is.

what

Bill Hufschmidt
senior, biology
Larry Williams

senior, geology

... Rather than discuss the positive aspects of abstinence, (the ad) attacked contraceptive useand the use of condoms for
protection from STD's.

This group is promoting the agenda of
the religous right with misleading information and scare tactics. One misleading
statement was that unwed births have
increased 61 percent since the federal

safe, but it does make it safer. Young
people today are going toengagein sexual
activity and should not be discouraged
from protecting their health and their
future.

Sonya Jackson

in preventing pregnancy and STD's; what

is not mentioned is that these same repare the problem not on condoms,
ut on ignorance on how to use them;

many of the reports also state that continued and expanded education programs

are needed.

Even worse was the implication that

junior, biology

liberals and groups dedicated to safer sex

... | would like to say that I was more
than offended at the comment about the
“homosexual agenda” being “the recruit-

and vigorous promotion of a teen’s right
to sexual expression.” Would the ad have

ment of the young.” In printing this ad-

vertisement, The Lumberjack staff
promoted hatred and fear of lesbians
gays and supported the stereotype
lesbians and gaysare child molesters

has
and
that
and

contribute nothing more to society than

its downfall and the destruction of the
family.
The homosexual agenda,if thereissuch
a thing, could be more rightly summa-

rized as the struggle to gain basic rights
ashuman beingsand freedom from
judgement and oppression. I am outraged that

were catering to a “homosexual agenda
which includes recruitment of the young

been run if the allegation was, “Blacks

and Chicanos are spreading violence and

crime by actively recruiting kids into
gangs?” I think not.
The issue here is not abstinence (a view

that I agree needs to receive more attention) but bigotry. It was this same kind of
blind hate and ignorant hysteria that fostered Oregon's Proposition 9 and that
passed Colorado’s Proposition 2. Ido not
desire or expect censorship; but I do expect some responsibility in what you
choose to print.

Gregory P. Gadow
senior, math

religious organizations continue to use

their constitutional right to “freedom of
religion”
to deny other people (lesbian
een
and
gay
people)
their basichuman rights.
h
. Actually, the birtrate
Sopra iat
In
printing
this
advertisement, The
lower today than in is nts
adolesce
among
Lumberjack staff has greatly misused
the 1950s, but fewer of these young
power
that could be better used to eduon
Focus
seems
. It
women are
cate
readers
and represent all views, not
the Family is more concerned with ‘illejust
those
that
are directed toward hatred
than
gitimate’ births outside marriage
on the lives and disrepect.
with the affects of pregnancy
Tonya Freeman
of
women.
senior,
sociology
While lagree that abstinence should be
option for young people, it is
taughtasan
... | was appalled at the level of misinto restrict conridiculous
formation
(the ad) contained. Statistics
ed
unmarri
traception and roe for
were
given
on the failure rate of condoms
young people. It is wrong to assume sex
rcontraception

Questisne
edhorial conten of The
Lurtmerjeoh shontd be tected to te octet.
The Lumberjack editorial is written based on the

ina heterosexual marriage is completely
safe. Using a condom does not make sex

What I want to know is how such an
advertisement can be printed in The Lumberjack. This advertisement has anti-gay

sentiment, yet it was still printed. It states:
“The philosophy that governs several of
the organizations
reflects the homosexual

annie

which includes recruitment of

the young...”
This idea is totally false and insulting
to gays. The recruitment theory is garbage. One cannot make a person be a

See Letters, page 24
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thata significant number of

classmates are quite a bit older than
your
you. Some may be as old as your parents.
Who, you may ask, are these students?
Re-entry students are those who are 25 years or
older or who are returning to school after a significant break in their education. The challenges
they face are significantly different than those of
the “traditional” student (who entered college
right out of high school). Some students —
chilthan 25 are already married, married with
signifi
face
too,
They,
s.
parent
dren, orare single
cant challenges.
There are many barriers at HSU that impede
the success of re-entry students — barriers that
can only be referred to as ageism.
Though they comprise nearly one-third of the
enrollment, the administration does not generally recognize that re-entry students have needs
that are different than traditional students.
The most serious obstacle facing students with
dependents is the lack of adequateand affordable

or off campus. This leaves students to
a.
a vaity
with
scramble for housing in a commun
d,
many ret. Instea
cancy rate of less than 1
entry students are forced to find housing in outlying communities. Also, many students with families are receiving AFDC, and landownersare hesit to families who are receiving cash aid
to rent
tan
from the state.
Another problem is finding adequate and affordable child care. The HSU Children’s Center
has a total of 54 spaces for toddlers and
reschoolers, but there is no care for infants or
school-aged children. In addition, the Children’s
repeatedly slashed, and
has had its budget
Center
after 3:30 p.m.
no child careisavailable on campus
This is in direct conflict with the schedule of
courses. Upper-division and graduate courses are
often held at the time of day when parents most
need to be home with children.
If a student wants to become involved with a
club or student government, the problem is exaggerated. And traditionally, the fall semester be-

See Re-entry, page 25

Letters
¢ Continued from page 23
homosexual, no matter how young. That

is like recruiting someone to be heterosexual or be another race; it cannot be
done.
So why would the editors of The Lumberjack let such an ad be printed? They

would not printan ad supporting racism,
so why an anti-gay ad? Asa student who
is gay, I was rather offended by this ad.
Many other people — homosexual, heterosexual, and bisexual — are also upset.
Now, apparently the Focus on the Family people would rather not educate

America’schildrenonsexand AIDS. Such
an idea is what really “got us into this
mess” (as they so delicately put it).
It is time for love, not hate, and putting

homophobia and myths to rest.
Geoff Buchheim

senior, business

Excuuuuuse me! Since when does our
paper promote hate against homosexu-

als? The Lumberjack is no way obligated
to accept advertising of the “Prop. 9”
nature. If the argumentis that they needed
the money — I hope it was worth it.
As a women, a lesbian and student of
this university, I intend to personally approach the other businesses which advertise in The Lumberjack and ask them

if they implicitly support homophobic,
sexist, or racist views. I will not ri
my school paper or its advertisers if the
free speech they encourage fuels the oppression of others, or implicitly, hatred.
Ariane Stekol
senior, sociology
The recent two-page advertisement ...
could have been used in a critical thinking class as a writing example riddled
with falacies. This attack on AIDS educators, as well as the gay community, was
based on inaccurate information, some as
outdated as 1973. It also accuses the U.S.
Center of Disease Control of promoting
pomiscuity and of providing pamphlet
information to teenagers listing organizations whose philosophy “reflects the
homosexual agenda, which includes recruitment of the young and virgorous

promotion of a teen’s right to sexual ex-

pression.”

Not only is this statement irresponsible, it is untrue. The radical right uses
this kind of misinformation the way
George Bush used Willie Horton — they
want to scare the public-at-large into believing in an implied threat. Gays do not
recruit the young. The vast majority of
child molesters are heterosexual.
If this same ad used racist propaganda

instead of heterosexist lies, 1 wonder if
your paper would have run such an inflammatory ad. Was the 30 pieces of silver really worth the price of so many
people’s dignity? I support free speech. I
do question libelous speech, however.

Mary L. Weatherly
Facilitator,
HSU Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual
Speakers Bureau

I could go on and on about the misinformation in this advertisement. I could
tell you howangry Iam that The Lumber-

jack printed this without seeing how opthe gay community, health
pressiveittois

educators and teens themselves. I could
also tell you how sick and tired I am
hearing people tell me how wrong and
sick I am.
But I won't.

This letter will be directed toward the
“homosexual agenda.” Could someone
please explain this to me? I must have
missed that chapter in my “How to be a
Homosexual” handbook.
Maureen Harrington

junior, geology

I am extremely disturbed by (the ad).
The information was grossly misleading.
Safe sex education has not “gotten us into
this mess.” It is lack of education and of
action that has contributed to the appalling growth of the AIDS epidemic.
t is irresponsible to run an ad that in
any way reinforces the justification of
homophobic violence. Statements such
as“... part of the homosexual agenda is to
recruit the young” are outrageously false
and akin to yelling “fire” in a crowded
theater. This tactic — homosexuals want
to convert your children — evokes dan-

usand irrational fearin many people.
As a lesbian I am very aware of how
little it takes for fallacious information to
become a tool of hate. Recently, a lesbian
and gay man were killed in Salem, Ore.,

in a fire bombing. Police are calling it a
bias crime, which means that these two
people were targeted and murdered specifically because of their sexual orientation.

limplore you to think deeply and carefully on the implications of the statespeech
mentsin thisad. Should freeofdom

permit overt or covert invitations to do
violence?
Carol Coal
senior,
child development and psychology

Less fevered view
As usual, the Bookstore and library

and the classrooms at HSU are overflow-

ing with scary stuff about the so-called

“overpopulation” problem. Much of this
material comes to the public from big
foundations created by very rich people
who are terribly worried about the way

poor people go on having babies.
For example, the Rockefeller family
created the Worldwatch Institute to scare
usall todeath with its annual “State of the

World” report on the various “crises” of

population, overpopulation, deforestation, soil erosion, the “shrinking resource
base,” ozone depletion and on and on
and on.
Persons tempted to take this material
too seriously should see things on reserve in the library under my name for a
less fevered view. My book, which is
included, received an American Lib
scholbest
of theon
ati
award asone
Associ
arly books of the year.
Jacqueline R. Kasun
professor of economics

UPD violation
The photograph that accompanied The
Lumberjack’s Nov. 4 article
“UPD’s bike
patrol pedals campus safety” was disturbing. The photograph showed a University Police Department officer patrolling our campus, riding his bicycle over a
rain-slicked walkway. The officer was
riding past a sign that reads: “Cyclists —
Ska
rders, SAFETY FIRST, Please
Walk, High Pedestrian Traffic Area.” Isa
UPD bicycle patrolman not a cyclist?
The UPD officer interviewed said,
“When classes break, I’ll be where viola-

tions are likely to occur.” How very true.
Too bad UPD is doing the violating.
Andrew I. Jones
junior, journalism

Get serious
Ilook forward to reading The Lumberjack each week. It covers a wide range of
topics of-interest to everyone. This semester, however, although the quality of
the stories is as high as ever, I must com-

plain about the front page.

The cartoons and drawings, charming

as they may be, do not create the appearance of a serious newspaper — which is
what I assume the staff of The Lumberjack is attempting to produce.
The cover of the Nov. 4 issue was an
exception. It was very well done and
reflected what one might find within the

ges of our newspaper.
In the future, I hope to see more covers
such as this one.
Diane Stratton
senior, liberal studies

Library computers
An Oct. 7 article in The Lumberjack
addressed “computer technology at
HSU.” Your article was informative, but
I wanted to draw your readers’ attention
to an important arena for computer technology on this campus, the University
Library.

The Library receives many research
sources on compact computer discs or
via phone lines to distant databanks. A
high-speed fax machine delivers journal
articles to HSU. The function of the
Library's traditional card catalog hasbeen
which is
replaced by an online catalog,
accessible from any home
or office where
the occupant has a microcomputer and
modem.
Asthedevelopmentof new technology
continues, Library staff will seek to keep
pace with these changes in order to ensure that HSU students, faculty and administrators
have the same opportunities
as their peers elsewhere.
Computer technology is an oe
tool for every aspect and level of education — at HSU no less than elsewhere.

Rena Fowl

university librarian

-
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Wilson’s myths and excuses

Let’s be correct
The Depot, HSU — A student activist announced

today that Lumberjack Enterprises, operator of The
t, has buckled under
ure to implement
what that student sees as more equitable policies in
to the Depot.
is decision was made “so that we may
decolonize our bodies,” said Pat Smith, the vehement crusader who ee
took on LJE.
Smith explained decolonization as the act of freeing
oneself from the bonds of one’s oppressors.
“This is our chance to fight the ego-testicle world
view of our melanin-impoverished oppressors,”
Smith said. “The
is a major oppressor that
sucks students into the male-dominated anthropocentric ethnocentric
paradi
Smith demanded The L
jack report
this most
newsworthy event using gender-, culture- and
cies-fair language. (The sexist pronouns he, she,
him and her will be replaced with the genderneutral term “co,”
and his and hers
“=

e

Cutting

—

e

first step

in

freein

Depot pa

trons

from “harm-

By Bill Birmingham
and Jennifer Rice

t is a fact that the
quality and accessibility of higher
education in California
are continually diminishing. This issue
becomes gray when
determining if the sacrifices made are justifiable.
Gov. Wilson attempts to justify slashing oh banger Beers
funds.
We will share his
arguments with you
and dispute them be-

cause we hope that students will educate
themselves concerning

everything has to get cut.”
Balderdash! Not everything got
cut — corrections (prisons) got a

fiti from rest room walls using wastewater and
biodegradable soap. Borderline commode correspondence was edited to reflect the new
paradigm.
“Sentence structure, verb tense and subject-verb

thisissueand empower
themselves to act.
1) “The fee increases are just an
economic reality we must face in the
light of state budget cuts across the
board.”
Hogwash! The reality is that there
are too many fat cats in the CSU

“an ounce of prevention is worth a

agreement were left intact,” Smith said, “because
grammar is nothing but the ethnocentric white

When students asked representatives from the chancellor's office if

to the

COTE

fui” ideas was the
empowerment of
environmental hygienists to remove
inappropriate graf-

patriarchal structuring of language to try and keep
oppressed peoples out of the information loop.”
hallocentric references to the sex act were
changed to include the gender-fair term “enclosure.” Anexample of a properly edited phrase: “All

rednecks should enclose themselves.”

Smith's
groupalso forced Lumberjack Enterprises
to change its name to Tree Butcher Enterprises.
Men are no longer allowed to hold Depot doors
open for women because this ritual stresses female

dependence, Smith said. Co said men may hold
doors for men and women may hold doors for
women, but women may not hold doors for men as
that would put them in a position of servitude.
Heterosexual couples are not allowed to sit together, touch or kiss. Dating, Smith said, is the
resultof phallocentricsocial conditioning that places
women in a position for men to dominate them.
This
a also applies to married couples because,
Smith said, marriage is merely a license to rape.
Signs above the entrances read: Any person who
degrades another, regardless of whether said person is chemically inconvenienced by the consumption of too much beer, shall relieve the utensil
sanitizer and wash dishes.
Smith said the most important step in “correcting” the Depot was changing the menu. Co said the
first items to go were the blatantly Eurocentric
French, Italian and Russian dressing.
Hamburgers and hot dogs are no longer availTBE to discontinue the
able, as Smith convinced
sale of cruel foods. “It’s a travesty that TBE was
serving the scorched and
corpses of nonhuman beings,” co said.
“Would = eat a piece of
flesh if it was cut from your best friend?”
Lacto-ovo-vegetarians were ecstatic about TBE’s
anti-meat stand. That is, until they learned milk,
cheese, eggs and honey were removed from the
Depot because “they are examples of stolen nonhufor joy at
ucts.” Vegans jumped
man animal

this news, but Smith convinced TBE not to serve

fruits,

botanical

bles or grains as they are actually

with wants and needs who have

successwith
encouragedforward
by coscossuccess
with thethe Depo t project,
to enlightening more people.

Smith looks
“This makes me really happy, but Ijust can’t wa tto
get into people’s homes.
managing editor. Co
Cormack is The Lumberjack’s
referral to "The Oficial Politically Correct Dictionary
oy
nee

, of this material.
for much
Cerf

system.

there had ever been a study done to

determine the student-to-administrator ratio, the answer was, “Um, |
don’t think so.” The reality is that
the working-class individual
working to keep the fat cats fat.

is

2) “You Californians complain too

much; you’ve still got a quality education system that is relatively inex-

pensive, even after fee increases.”
Malarkey! Does a parent wait until his/her child’s cold progresses
into pneumonia before attempting
to remedy the ailment?
Over the past few years, California higher education

has contracted

a severe case of the phlegm balls; we
shouldn’t sit idly by and watch a
system that has been a model for the
nation, if not the world, degrade toa
mass of bubbling mucous.
Why compromise high standards?
California’s highereducation should
attempt to continue to be a model
. for others to work toward — acces-

sible and of high quality.
3) “When the state is in the red,

raise.

Wilson was quoted as saying that
pound of cure.” We believe educa-

tion is the prevention, and that corrections don’t offer a cure — it
doesn’t seem Wilson is far-sighted.
4) “Students don’t vote. Do you
expect me to come in here and

kiss

yourass?” (reportedly stated by Sen.
Fowler (D-Ga.) to a group of stu-

dents).
True. Shouldn’t we expect to be

stepped on? We've brought some of
this on ourselves — the lowest voter
turnout

is between

ages

18-24.

Maybe if more of us voted, the politicians would be less likely to overlook our needs and’ more likely to

find alternatives to slashing higher
education. One can’t punish politicians’ decisions
by taking away nonexistent votes.

California’s dwindling budget is
mostly due to reductions in military-funded jobs and the exodus of

big business looking for lower tax
rates and less restrictive environmental

regulations. This is addi-

tional fuel to the fire.We as individuals need to rely more on our-

selves and less on The Corporation

to offer security in our lives. The less

dependent we become on the system, the more independent we become — we can have more freedom
in our lives and be controlled less by

these forces we feel so helpless
against.

While “storming” McCrone’s of-

fice, some students were spewing

fallacies like “McCrone should sell
his car” and “you put all that money
into the Bookstore/Depot and not

the school.” Silence may equal death,
but an ignorant voice will surely
ve you alive. Find out what's going
on before you speak, or you'll take
your cause ten steps backward before moving it forward.
Our purpose in writing this article
is: find out what is happening to

your education. Don’t just sit and
watch while faculty and staff are
overworked and you get a lowerquality education for more money.
Howwilloureconomy everimprove
if we seal it off from those who are

desperately trying to enhance their

personal level of education and economic standing?
You can do something to change

the system — educate yourself,
present yourarguments knowledgeably and act.
Birmingham and Rice are natural
resource seniors and members of the
HSU Coalition for Higher Education.

Re-entry
© Continued from page 24
gins a full week or two before the local schools, and
spring break is held ata different time than that of public
and private schools in the area.
At times like this we drag our kids to school with us.

ing into the community. They report not knowing
to find a peer
group to hang out with or how to

how
form a

are places on campus where children are absolutely
unwelcome, including the computer labs. And where
are dads supposed to go to change their babies’ diapers?
But it is the emotional and social difficulties that
create the greatest challenge, and may contribute most
to drop-out rates for non-traditional students.
Many re-entry students report feeling older and outof-step with their classmates. They are struggling to
balance their family and academicneeds. Their peers off
campus question their sanity for returning to school.
Their family members may not support the decision to

study
group.
Some even report discomfort at finding
themselves older than their instructors.
All these challenges amount to barriers that can only
be referred to as outright ageism. Re-entry students are
blatantly discriminated against on the basis of age. No
equity exists when their special needs are not even
ized. In spite of making mene one-third of the
HSU enrollment, they have no formal voice.
Maybe you’re not convinced this is really a problem.
Maybe you figure that once they graduate, re-entry
students are no longer
discriminated against. But as one
re-entry student recently said, “Once you get old, you
just keep getting older.
Re-entry
students seeking ~
rt can contact the
Adult Re-Entry Center
at Humboldt (A.R.C.H.)in House
55, room 101, or by calling 826-3360.

Those who have moved to the area from somewhere
else are faced with the additional challenge of assimilat-

Falcone is the director of A.R.C.H. She is a full-time
graduate student in sociology and a single parent.

While some instructors are tolerant, many are not. There

leave work to further their education.
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CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING—
Earn $2,000+/month + worldtravel

PROCESSING and résumé writing

MASSAGE!IMASSAGE!MASSAGE!
Treat yourself to a healing
It's your day. You
massage.
Relax and unwind.
it.
deserve
Call Dan, 826-2792. CertifiedMassage Therapist, excellent rates.

For

employment program call 1-20611/18
634-0468 ext. C6047.

TRAVELHOST OF NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA is seeking account

executive to sell a new product.
Call on restaurants and local

very

ORTHO-BIONOMY—A

gentle and relaxing therapy, highly

businesses. Commission potential
$25-60 K per year. Students

effective in release of discomfort
associated with structural tension
andimpalance. Intuitive massage

train
will
but
preferred,
alling
Cold-c
professionals.
Call
experience given priority.
today for interview details.
immediate start date. Call 677-

andreflexology. Appointment 822-

7247.

Reidun Olsson.

Experience

Execu-TYPE-Express. Prompt &
accurate word processing. Laser

weekday mornings, afternoons, or
evenings. Earn while you study!
Call after 6:30 p.m. 826-0357.

NEW DAY CARE in Myrtletowne.

BABYSITTER

HOME.

ARCATA

Part time on some

preferred.

CLUBS

IN MY

NEEDED

& ORGANIZATIONS

VEGAN VEGETARIAN CLUB
POTLUCK every Wednesday 111 p.m., Nelson

WATCHERS

Hall 116.

RAD

monitoring timber

harvest plans Fridays, 1-4 p.m.,

Nelson Hall 118.
822-6896.
CAMPUS

Info—Orange,

RECYCLING

invites

everyone to come on over to N.H.

East 113 every 1st and 3rd Mon-

day at 5pm to our unorthodox
meetings. On Nov. 16 help put up
our Waste Reduction display in
the HSU Library. Ideas and display materials welcome. Updates
will include bin buidling, phone

book recycling and the Model

Waste Reduction Program News.

RENT

TO
WANTED
ROOMMATE
SHARE a two room house. Large
kitchen, bath, small and cozy!
$175/month. Six month lease only.
Call 443-0517.

THRILLS
SEAHORSES—Enjoy horseback
riding on gorgeous Clam Beach;
individual or group outings; Trinity
Allps

horsepacking

adventures;

terrific horses, excellent rates—
beginning or experiencedOK; 4442894.

JUMP ON THE ECOCYCLE and
help collect recyclables with Nick
or Keith. OR jump in the truck and

NEED ACADEMIC TYPING?
Sendcassette(s) or legible copyto

11/18

0332.

Call

service. Reasonalbe rates.
Caroline 839-0892.

etc.) Holiday, Summer and Career
No
employment available.
necessary.

WORD

EDITING,

COPY

(Hawaii, Mexico, the Carribean,
experience

FOR

SERVICES

OPPORTUNITIES

help Joan and Kain. SMASH—
STRETCH—SMASH is our motto.
Campus Recycling 826-4162.

MOVIE BUFFS! Books from private library; very special low price.
Great for gifts or for yourself. Call
Lance: 822-6924.
PV 130 BASS

AMP, Aria Pro Il

bass guitar, Yamaha SE700he
electric guitar, Trek 820 Mt. Bike,
must sell—willing to deal! Call
Kain, 826-1084.
ROUND TRIP PLANE TICKET
from Arcata to San Diego. 11/2312/1 $160. Female. Call 8225960, Mariana.

AUTOMOTIVES
SELL YOUR CAR OR MOTORCYCLE, or your extra parts in this
space! $5/25 words, special prices
for starving students. Call 8263259.

printing. 445-5771. P. O. Box
.
155, Cutten, CA. 95534-0155120
Art, music, reading, cooking and
more. “These things are fun, and

fun is good.” Dr. Seuss. License
pending.

19/11

444-2792.

APA/MLA/CBE
typed
PORTS

Check out
our
advertisers...

STYLE REformat
to

specifications. Call Lorna to have
your paper typed while you sleep.

SPEND THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY IN THE SNOW! Join Center
Activities for the Mt. Bachelor
Thanksgiving Ski Bash!! Deluxe
accommodations: hot tub, kitchen
facilities AND a Thanksgiving turkey, transportation optional. Excellent back country and Nordic
skiing, lessons andskirentals available. Call826-3357 orcometothe
Outdoor Center in the U iversity
Center South Lounge.

cra

a)

They've got the
answers for you!

111

822-2226.

FINE PHOTOGRAPHY for all of
needs.
photographic
your
Weddings, portraits, architecture,
sports, slides of art. 444-2792.

DON'T PANIC—Speed and
yours.
be
accuracy , can
Handwritten
transcriptions.

or tape
copy
Call Lorna at 822-

2226 for time estimate.

Do you have a HOLD on your
registr ation because of the
meas les immunization
requirement?

Can't be

beat!

11/11

826-4162

1 won & you can win

é

too at Redwood
Automotive.”

SRS

_ ¢Free Brake Inspections -

Pattee

Our progressive Brake Renewals Start at

IMMUNIZATIONS

ee

$59.95 per Axle

Includes new pads or shoes,
resurfacing drum or rotor, repacking
wheel bearings and checking fluid.
Most domestic & import 2 wheel drive. Some
specific models higher

Measles clinics will be held at

;

THE STUDENT HEALTH CENTER

We try to work within:

at these times

your budget

MOTIVE

Watch this ad for f
future specials

reata ~ 822-3770
ne tei Oe

ONLY.
from November 5 - December 3

[Thursdays from 8 a. m.-11:45a.m.

Fridays from 1 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

First come first served.
to the
Or if you have press of immunization, bring your records obtai
n
Student Healt Center during regular business hours to

ew

clearance

The Lumberjack

CAL ENDAR
Wednesday11

information.

e Student California
Teachers Association meet-

Et Cetera

ing, 7

e Blood drive, 11 a.m. to 4:30
.m. in the Kate Buchanan
m.
e “How to Prevent and
Detect aoe wh Work,” lecture by bank

109, 826-5197 for information.

pete Kathy Moxon at the
Arcata Downtown Business

Community luncheon, 1 p.m.
at 1062 G St., 826-9043 for
information.

e Forum on menopause,
noon in Student Business
Services 405, 826-4216 for
information.

Thursday 12
Et Cefera
e Lecture on biodiversity
Professor Ed Grumbine of

C-Santa Cruz, 4 p.m. in

Goodwin Forum.
e Third annual multicultural

poetry reading, 7 p.m. in the

Kate Buchanan Room, 8267789 for information.

e “Confronting Sexual
Harassment on Campus,”
panel discussion via satellite,
10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in

Gist Hall 221, 826-3924 for
information.

e “Medieval Monumental

Brass Rubbings,” discussion

led by Professor J.D. Johnson,
7

p.m. at 1215 M St. in Arcata,

822-4829 or 443-3685 for

p.m. in Siemens Hall

Friday 13

e Nature walk in East Fork
Campground,
9 a.m.
at Harry Griffith
Hall parking
lot, 826-2468
for information.

Sunday 15
Music

Music
e Violin and guitar duo
Jenny and Jack, 9:30 p.m. at
the Humboldt Brewery, 856
10th St. in Arcata, 826-2739
for information.
¢ Opera Workshop Scenes,
8 p.m. in Fulkerson Recital
Hall, 826-3531 for informa-

tion.
e Pickle Family Circus, 4
p.m. in the Arcata Plaza, 8263928 for information.

Saturday 14
Music
e String ensemble Krayola,

violin and guitar duo Jenny
and Jack and guitarist Jon
Lukas, 8 p.m. at the Old
Creamery Dancenter, 839-

0425 for information.
e Opera Workshop Scenes,
8 p.m. in Fulkerson Recital
Hall, 826-3531 for information.
Et Cetera

e Pickle Family Circus, 2

p.m. and 8 p.m. in the Van
Duzer Theatre, 826-3928 for
information.

Wednesday, Nov. 11, 1992

‘a Gay and

.m. in the Buck House, 826-

for indpraticn.

‘e} Lesbian
&%& Film

Tuesday 17
Et Cetera
“Everything You Needed

bs)

to Know About First-Year

© Vocal jazz, 8 p.m. in
Fulkerson Recital Hall, 8263531 for information.
e The Beamers, 9:30 a.m. to

12:30 p.m. at the Crosswinds
Restaurant, 860 10th St. in
Arcata, 826-2133 for information.

Et Cetera

e Pickle Family Circus, 2

These films will all be shown
—_in Founders Hall 118.

for information.

mae

¢ Humboldt County

Planning Commission public -

pawn,

ag

¢ Documentary “Before

Stonewall,” 6:30 p.m.

hearing on off-highway
vehicle access to beaches,

¢ Pedro Almodévar
comedy “Dark Habits,” 8:10

839-5356 or 822-5079 for

p-m.

information.

© Documentary “Silent
Pioneers,” 10:15 p.m.

Saturday 14

e Documentary “The
Times of Harvey Milk,” 6:30

e Mushroom Fair, Red-

p.m.

wood Acres Fairgrounds in

e Anthology “Barbara

Eureka, 822-4602 for information.
e “Herbal Holidays,”
workshop by Jane Bothwell,

Hammer’s Lesbian Humor
Collection,” 8:10 p.m.

Veteran’s Day
Wednesday, Nov. 11

822-0506 for registration and
information.

¢ Comedy/drama “I’ve
Heard the Mermaids Singing,” 9:20 p.m.

16

Et Cetera
¢ Classical guitar recital, 8

to 10 p.m. in Fulkerson Hall.
e Reception for artist Glenn .
Berry , 5 to 7 p.m.in the Reese
Bullen Gallery.
e “Rural Development in
Zanzibar,” slide show at 6

6,

pote

Medical Group & Counseling

Nort C ji

¢ Family Planning
¢ Counseling for men-women-children
¢ Family Medicine

fee based on sliding scale, insurance or Medi-Cal
“JUST

785 18th Street
OVER
THE
FOOTBRIDGE”
Hours: M-F 8am to Spm

822

Students who make
a difference
Ilana Kaufman

:
Festival

Teaching But Were Afraidto
Ask,” workshop at 7 p.m.in
Founders Hall 177, 826-5197

.m. in the Van Duzer
tre, 826-3928 for information.

Monday

2/7

- 2481

~

fr

North

-

Ilana has been instrumental in bridging cultures on
campus. She is the founder of club O - students of

diverse backgrounds who offer unlearning oppression

Coast

Inn

Featuring:

workshops. She also puts together Oprah On The
Quad. In collaboration with Phillip Humphreys, she
organized "Symposium- Our Time Has Come", and
was the voice that led to the Rodney King rally on the
Plaza last Spring. She is currently Outreach Director at
Y.E.S. Thanks Ilana!
Sponsored by: Activities Coordinating Board, Associated Students, Humboldt Orientation Program,
Residence Hall Association, Student Affairs, University Center, and Lumberjack Enterprises

“Freeapy Hour
Hot Dogspr

To nominate a student for this ad please complete a nomination form.
East, 826-3361
They are available at: 214 Nelson H

rabue & Roundup
ir. Guys

Send Calendar information

to The Lumberjack

Nelson Hall East 6

\.

a

101

$1.50 '

4975 Valley We: st Blvd. ¢ Arcata
to Guintoli Exit (next to McDonald's)
822-4861 ext. 283

ail
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" 822-7 602
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“All You Can Eat”

COUPON
a

1

Quickie Lunch
Pizza, Chicken, Salad Bar and one Soda

: 3

49

ee a

:

Mioonday

i

$

8

$322 OFF Any Extra Large Pizza
$229 OFF Any Large or Medium
$122 OFF Any Small

S

ort

@© £ Any Ex. Large
O® Night
g

OF

Large One Topping Pizza $8.49
$1.00 off on any 60oz. pitcher of beer or
soft drin

Michelanjelo’s [EE sg
ro
& H » eArcata

cue th$22-7602

ma

::
|

Toppin
Pizza

8 Vichelanjelo's
Arcaat
Arcat
+
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CORNER oTH & J STREETS, ARCATA © CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

